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I. Executive summary 
 
BAMA Gruppen AS is a Norwegian fruit and vegetable company that, since it was 
founded in 1886, has aimed to make Norway fresher and healthier. The main objectives 
of the company is to deliver products to its customers with an absolute focus on quality 
in all stages of the value chain. Today, BAMA Gruppen AS is the market leader in 
Norway, however, the company is not yet present internationally as an exporter. 
 
Through this thesis, we have examined the possibility of BAMA Gruppen AS entering 
the German prepared fruit and smoothie market. We have conducted internal and external 
analyzes, and summarized our findings in a SWOT analysis. We have also conducted 
quantitative research. Through our work, we found that BAMA Gruppen AS should stay 
in the home market and maintain its strong position there.  
 
If the company still wants to pursue the German market it should move slowly but surely 
towards internationalization. In this case, we have designed various strategic 
recommendations that will be presented in the strategy section of the thesis. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 The scope and objectives of the thesis 
This marketing research thesis is written in the conjunction of our bachelor’s degree in 
International Marketing at BI Norwegian Business school. We have conducted our third 
and final year of the education as exchange students at the University of Mannheim. The 
bachelor thesis is written under the guidance of our supervisor at the University.  
 
The purpose and overall goal of the thesis is to explore the possibilities of BAMA entering 
the German market with its Bendit brand and products, and to identify the best entry 
strategy. In short, we have applied relevant models to conduct an internal and an external 
analysis, carried out an empirical study in the form of a consumer survey, and developed 
a strategic plan with recommended measures.  
1.2 The background of the thesis 
Bendit is a fruit and smoothie brand wholly owned by the Norwegian company BAMA 
Gruppen AS. Its product portfolio mainly comprises processed fruit and vegetable 
products, such as sliced, packaged and ready to eat fruit, and smoothies. Whereas 
BAMA’s foundation dates all the way back to 1886, Bendit was launched in 2005 and is 
a result of BAMA’s development into being a more market oriented company with a 
strong focus on brand building and product development (BAMA 2016). From now on, 
we will address BAMA Gruppen AS as BAMA, and refer to sliced, packaged and ready 
to eat fruit as prepared fruit. 
 
Until now, BAMA has sold its products solely in Norway and has achieved a strong 
position in the Norwegian market. Today, we believe that the prepared fruit category and 
the smoothie category is local. However, these industry structures might change in the 
future, and BAMA should therefore be prepared for all possible outcomes. In our view, a 
probable development is further globalization and integration of markets (Solberg 2009, 
p.136). Due to this assumption, and BAMA’s strong position in Norway, we wanted to 
explore the possibility for BAMA entering the German market. 
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1.3 Problem definition 
Should BAMA enter the German market with its Bendit brand and products, and if so, 
what would be the appropriate entry strategy? 
1.4 Research questions 
1. Which of the Bendit products should BAMA enter the market with (e.g. prepared 
fruit or smoothie) 
2. Which potential target group(s) should BAMA aim for in the German market, and 
are the group(s) large and profitable enough to be attractive? 
3. Does BAMA possess the necessary resources and capabilities to enter the German 
market successfully? 
4. How are the projections for the German fruit market? 
5. Who are the competitors in the market, and how is the industry structure? 
6. What are the German consumers’ attitude towards prepared fruit and smoothie?  
7. Which external factors will, in a considerable way, affect BAMA’s operations in 
Germany?   
1.5 Research limitations 
 We had little to no prior knowledge of the German fruit and smoothie market. 
 Our survey had only 107 completed responses, which is too few to make a 
generalization to the whole population. This makes it valid solely for our 
academic purpose. 
 We had a predominance of young people (age 15-25) responding to the survey 
relative to other age groups.  
 The survey was mainly distributed via social media, thereby, the sample has to be 
considered a convenience sample. 
1.6 Company profile of BAMA Gruppen AS 
BAMA is a global company operating in the wholesale business of fruit and vegetables, 
with suppliers on all continents. It is owned by Norway's two biggest grocery store chains. 
The company is importing goods from 80 countries and has over 150 suppliers 
(Kristoffersen and Skaget 2013, p.23). It is the leading wholesaler in Norway, with about 
60 percent market share in the Norwegian processed fruit and vegetables market (Rålm 
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2014). BAMA has ever since it was founded experienced a stable growth and delivered 
strong financial results to its owners through business in the grocery industry, as a supplier 
of its products to the catering industry, and through delivery of fruit baskets to companies 
(BAMA 2016).  
 
The company is not only focused on providing their customers with fresh and healthy 
products, it also has a broad focus on corporate social responsibility. It is engaged in 
nutrition and physical activity projects, ethical management, and climate and environment 
measures both domestically and internationally. One example is BAMA´s campaign 
Idrettsfrukt (Sports fruit), where the company offers all sports teams a 60 percent discount 
on fruit, vegetables, juice, and other Bendit products. This is an initiative to spread the 
message that physical activity and a healthy diet goes hand in hand. The company also 
has a similar Eat, Move, Sleep program, where the main goal is to show consumers that 
it is the entirety of these three factors that will lead to a healthy and happy lifestyle. 
Internationally, BAMA is cutting intermediaries to be able to be more present itself to 
cooperate with suppliers, unions, governments, and organizations (BAMA 2016).  
1.6.1 Products 
BAMA´s products ranges from fruit and berries to vegetables, potatoes, salads, juice, and 
smoothies. In this thesis, we have decided to focus on BAMA´s brand Bendit, which 
offers a product portfolio of different prepared fruit as well as smoothies. The prepared 
fruit boxes consist of for example pieces of pineapple, watermelon, or mixed fruits. 
Bendit offers a wide range of smoothies, from sweet berry mixes to fresh vegetable mixes. 
Each smoothie has its own sporty name, such as Catch, consisting of apples, raspberries, 
bananas, blueberries, strawberries, and orange, or Surf, consisting of apple, mango, 
passionfruit, and orange. Fresh products are the company's number one absolute 
requirement. 
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1.6.2 Vision, mission, and values 
BAMA´s vision is to make Norway fresher and healthier by contributing to a positive 
development in the society regarding health and physical activity. The company's mission 
is to be a growth driver in the market, contribute to a sustainable environment, and to be 
perceived as the best supplier and partner to its customers. BAMA´s core values are to 
create value for the customers through honesty, integrity, and fairness in their everyday 
activities.  (BAMA Annual Report 2014, p.2). 
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2. Internal analysis  
2.1 ACE model  
Extensive research has been conducted regarding identification of which factors that 
separate successful and unsuccessful exporters (Solberg 2009, p.118). The ACE-model is 
designed to reveal a company's attitudes and competencies in regard to export and to 
determine how these two factors are embodied in the company as a whole. From the 
analysis, one can derive which factors of successful export the company is likely to carry 
out well, and which factors should be conducted in a different and better manner.  
 
 
Figure 1: Illustration of the ACE model 
Source: Based on Solberg (2015)  
2.1.1 Attitude 
In the ACE framework, the attitudes of BAMA are divided into attitudes towards culture, 
risk, and market orientation. 
Attitude towards culture 
In most of the countries where BAMA operates, the cultures and working conditions are 
different from how they are in Norway. Internationally, BAMA is cutting intermediaries 
in the supply chain to be more present itself. BAMA chooses to have more direct contact 
with the large network of suppliers, unions, governments, and organizations it is in 
contact with. Through continuous dialogue, BAMA emphasize long-term and process-
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oriented relationships with their suppliers to constantly improve the conditions (BAMA 
2016). This gives the company a great basis for getting to know new cultures and establish 
a working relationship with customers quickly. 
Attitude towards risk 
BAMA has done foreign direct investments earlier and are not strange to taking risks. In 
2007, the company bought Nordic Lunch in Sweden and further established its 
international business initiative through Nature’s Pride in the Netherlands and Artic 
Spòlkâ in Poland. In 2010, BAMA became majority shareholder in Nature’s Pride with 
above 80 percent ownership (BAMA Annual Report 2016). The company has shown that 
it is more than willing to bear financial risks with these foreign direct investments.  
Market orientation 
Whitwell, Lukas, and Doyle (2003) argues that market orientation “is concerned with the 
generation and dissemination of, and response to, information concerning service users, 
competitors, and collaborators for the purpose of maximizing corporate value.” 
 
 
Figure 2: Market orientation 
Source: Whitwell, Lukas, and Doyle (2003) 
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Customer orientation 
“A seller creates value for a buyer in only two ways: by increasing benefits to the buyer 
in relation to the buyer’s costs and by decreasing the buyer’s costs in relation to the 
buyer’s benefits.” (Narver and Slater 1990, p.21). 
 
BAMA is indeed a customer oriented company and has through market presence gained 
valuable customer insight. By learning and adapting to trends in the market and 
uncovering customer preferences, it has managed to develop innovative products and 
brands, such as Bendit. BAMA has also launched various successful campaigns as 
mentioned in the company profile. Through these initiatives, the company delivers 
augmented products at a price to value ratio that creates superior benefit to the customers. 
Competitor orientation 
“Competitor orientation is to understand the short-term strengths and weaknesses and 
the long-term capabilities and strategies of both the key current and key potential 
competitors.” (Narver and Slater 1990, p.21-22). 
 
In light of being a market oriented company, it is reasonable to assume that BAMA is 
oriented towards competitors. However, being owned by Norway’s two biggest grocery 
store chains, BAMA usually possesses a monopolistic position at point of sale. Therefore, 
one can argue that the main competition the company faces are from substitutes.  
Interfunctional coordination 
“Interfunctional coordination encompasses the coordinated application of organizational 
resources to synthesize and disseminate market intelligence.” (Lukas and Ferrell 2000, 
p.240). As mentioned above, BAMA has shown that it emphasizes using their resources 
to further strengthen and build their relationships with their customers, suppliers, and 
collaborators. By doing this, one can assume that the company gains valuable market 
intelligence, which it distributes and disseminates through the entirety of the organization.  
2.1.2 Competence 
To be a successful exporting company, it should possess a set of capabilities and insights, 
and further, be able to transform these capabilities and insights into value (Solberg 2009, 
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p.122). BAMA is a knowledge driven company with highly competent employees and 
top management. In its Annual Report from 2014, BAMA stresses knowledge and insight 
as important and valuable organizational assets to ensure sustainable growth, innovation, 
and improved effectiveness and efficiency. One of BAMA’s goals is that the employees 
should hold an above-normal knowledge about fruit and vegetables and act consistent 
with the company’s values. Thereby, it can utilize this knowledge combined with 
marketing to create customer value and thus increase the fruit consumption (BAMA 
2016).  
Marketing 
“Marketing is the activity, set of institutions, and processes for creating, communicating, 
delivering, and exchanging offerings that have value for customers, clients, partners, and 
society at large.” (American Marketing Association 2013). 
 
BAMA’s Chief Executive Officer Stein Rune Flaen has explained how market 
regulations and challenging competition makes marketing even more crucial, thereby, 
being an important priority to BAMA (Eurofresh Distribution 2014). Keller (2013, p.31) 
argues that most of the competition in many industries and markets happens on the 
augmented product level. BAMA differentiate its brands and products, and delivers value 
to its customers on multiple levels, including the above mentioned augmented product 
level. These differentiating attributes may be tangible or intangible attributes (Keller 
2013, p.31). BAMA is famous for tying its Bendit brand and products to professional 
athletes. The company has previously used the Norwegian national cross-country skiing 
team and the Norwegian national football team, among others, in its promotion. This 
creates symbolic, emotional, and intangible differences, and contribute to the brand’s 
image and awareness (Keller 2013, p.31).  
2.1.3 Embodiment 
According to Solberg (2015), the whole organization needs to have the same positive 
attitudes towards internationalization for the process to work. One can assume that 
internationalization does not get the attention of the whole top management team before 
the company is genuinely dependent on export (Solberg 2009, p.124) Today, BAMA is 
only focused on import, and for that reason we have to conclude that internationalization 
and export is not well grounded in the company. As mentioned in the competence section 
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above, BAMA emphasizes that the employees should act consistent with the company’s 
core values. The company also has a great focus on sharing of knowledge and expertise 
along the whole value chain (BAMA Annual Report 2014, p.7). “BAMA's role is to be an 
initiator of value chain collaboration in order to ensure that the necessary knowledge is 
as accessible as possible and optimally utilized in all stages.” (BAMA Annual Report 
2014, p.7). This information indicates that BAMA´s business culture facilitates 
cooperation and information sharing, in other words characteristics that would contribute 
to a successful internationalization process.  
2.2 VRIO analysis  
In the following section, we will apply the VRIO analysis, which is a theoretical 
framework and tool for describing and predicting a company’s competitive advantage. A 
competitive advantage is when a company executes a value creating strategy that is not 
being used by competitors in the market at the exact same time (Barney 1991). 
Competitive advantages can be derived from resources and capabilities which the 
company performs significantly better relative to its competitors. Valuable resources and 
capabilities can take the form of a valuable skill, physical asset, human assets and 
intellectual capital, organizational assets, intangible assets, an achievement or attribute 
that puts the company in a position of market advantage, or alliances and cooperative 
ventures (Thompson, Strickland, and Gamble 2009, p.106). 
 
VRIO is an acronym for the four variables value, rarity, inimitability, and organization. 
If all the criteria for each variable in a VRIO analysis are fulfilled, the resource will help 
the company provide a sustainable competitive advantage (Rothaermel 2013). 
2.2.1 Value of strategic resources and capabilities  
Firm resources can only be a source of competitive advantage if they are valuable. 
Resources are valuable when they enable a firm to create and implement strategies that 
improve its efficiency and effectiveness (Barney 1991).  
Customer value 
According to Barney and Hesterly (2010), the value of a capability can also be determined 
by its creation of value for the customer. 
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As mentioned above, BAMA is the Norwegian market leader within fresh fruit, 
vegetables, berries, and potatoes (BAMA Annual Report 2014, p.3). It is, however, a 
company that Norwegian people associate with much more than food. The company aims 
at making Norway fresher and healthier, not only through the products it offers, but also 
through sponsorship of sport events for youth and corporate social responsibility (BAMA 
Annual Report 2014, p.45, 51). Through these activities, large marketing efforts, and 
BAMA´s absolute requirement for food freshness, the company has been able to win over 
the Norwegian people in terms of brand knowledge, recognition, and trust. Therefore, we 
consider the value BAMA brings to the customer to be a strong and valuable capability 
to the firm.  
2.2.2 Rarity of strategic capabilities 
The rarity of strategic capabilities can decide the strength of a competitive advantage 
(Barney and Hesterly 2010). 
Great knowledge through involvement in the supply chain  
Fruit and vegetables are living products, so to achieve top quality BAMA engages in all 
aspects of production and transportation right from the start. BAMA impose the same 
requirements from all their suppliers, both international and national. As stated in their 
2014 Annual Report, one of the company's main goals is to deliver products to their 
customers with focus on quality all the way, and to hold superior knowledge regarding 
their suppliers. Therefore, BAMA is involved in every stage of the supply chain to gather 
information and to monitor all the different processes. BAMA’s great knowledge through 
involvement in the entire supply chain is therefore to be seen as a rare resource. 
2.2.3 Inimitable strategic capabilities 
According to Thompson, Strickland and Gamble (2009), resources tend to be difficult to 
copy when they are unique (e.g. a special location or patent protection), when the resource 
must be built up over time (e.g. a brand name or an organizational structure), or when the 
resource carry big capital requirements. The more difficult and expensive it is to imitate 
a company's resource strength, the greater is its potential competitive advantage. 
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Branding  
Any company could easily copy BAMA´s products, and especially the Bendit products. 
However, the brand is highly inimitable. BAMA has worked actively for many years to 
build brand equity and constantly expanded its market presence in Norway through 
advertisements in the most relevant channels, such as the ones mentioned above. Through 
this market focus, BAMA has become a well-known and trusted brand in Norway, which 
we consider to be one of the most valuable resource strengths of the company today.  
2.2.4 Organizational embedding (organized to capture value)  
If a company possesses resources that are valuable, rare and inimitable, it also has to be 
capable of taking advantage of the resources at its disposal (Chapman 2011). The 
company must be able to exploit the resources, otherwise they are of little use.  
 
BAMA’s innovation and efficiency process, with the aim of achieving sustainable growth 
and higher consumption of their products, is driven by their vision, mission, and values 
(BAMA Annual Report 2014). The company wants every employee to have knowledge 
of the firm´s products, aims, and goals. The firm also wants to be a model company, by 
practicing what it preaches through happy and healthy employees (BAMA Annual Report 
2014, p.47). Looking at the company's achievements and steady growth over the past 
years as seen in the graph below, we assume that the focus on collaboration through the 
value chain has paid off, and that there in fact is a good organizational embedding and 
execution of value chain activities within the company.  
 
Figure 3: Volume growth, fruit and vegetables 
Source: BAMA Annual Report (2014, p.8) 
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Conclusive remarks 
From conducting the VRIO analysis, especially two core competencies have 
distinguished themselves: the value chain and brand equity. We believe that these 
competencies give the company a sustainable competitive advantage. They would also be 
beneficial in the German market, if BAMA were to enter. BAMA´s well executed 
organizational embedding of communication, knowledge, and cooperation is a crucial 
resource strength to the company´s success. 
2.3 The Bakka model 
The Bakka model, developed by Bjarne Bakka in 1973, was among the first models to 
show the internationalization process through several distinct phases. It is a descriptive 
tool that helps establish where a company is located in the internationalization process, 
as well as describing the factors that are assumed to influence the company's decision-
making in different stages. The model´s five stages range from trial export, through 
extensive, and intensive export to international marketing (Solberg 2015, p.104). We will 
use the Bakka model to clarify BAMA’s position in the internationalization process as if 
the company were to start exporting today. For the reader’s understanding, we will 
promptly summarize the characteristics of each stage in the Bakka model described by 
Solberg (2015, p.104-106). 
Trial export  
The first stage of export tends to be a reaction to others initiative, for instance foreign 
demand. Trial export is generally characterized by low knowledge about the market, 
cultural differences, export, distribution, customers, and competition. Due to this lack of 
knowledge, this is also an expensive phase for most companies. During this stage, the 
main challenge is to get the whole company´s support in the export, thereby, increasing 
export knowledge and competence.   
Extensive export  
The second stage is characterized by overconfidence. Companies tend to get carried away, 
making too many agreements in too many markets without having the proper resources 
to follow up. The goal is often unclear, and the management of the markets are poor. 
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Intensive export  
The company is now starting to be marked by the export operations. The market 
knowledge is growing, and the company is able, through rational decision making, to 
narrow down its market presence and focus only on the most rewarding markets. 
Multinational marketing 
In this stage, the export operations are considered an active tool to reach the company's 
goals. The export constitutes a significant and indispensable part of the company's total 
business. The foreign markets have an increasing importance to the company's 
performance, therefore market analysis and new market knowledge also becomes 
increasingly important. 
 
The stages mentioned above summarize Bakka´s internationalization model. In 1986, 
Solberg extended the model with a fifth phase: global marketing. 
Global marketing 
This final stage is characterized by professional global players who obtain the majority 
of their revenues from exports. 
 
We will use the Bakka model to clarify BAMA’s position in the internationalization 
process. 
Export motive 
As of today, the reason for BAMA to start exporting to the German market is to expand 
the business. BAMA’s export motive is operational. BAMA has many small, and a few 
big competitors in the German market, but could through a focus on brand knowledge 
and quality be able to increase market share. As BAMA has never previously exported, 
we place BAMA in the trial export stage. 
Choice of market 
If BAMA was to begin export to international markets, we consider Germany to be a good 
market choice due to the growing demand for fruit and smoothie products (Rabobank 
2010; Statista 2016) (ref. Appendix 1, Figure E). The company’s Norwegian business 
culture is not distinctively different from the German one. This will be further elaborated 
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in the CAGE Distance Framework in the external analysis section. Due to this, we place 
BAMA in the trial export stage. 
Market share 
Even though BAMA is a global player regarding import and works together with 150 
suppliers, it has, as mentioned, yet to explore an export venture. Therefore, we place 
BAMA in the trial export stage. 
Organization 
As mentioned in the ACE model, BAMA has made investments in foreign countries and 
work closely with Nature’s Pride in the Netherlands. This division is called BAMA 
International (BAMA 2016). Even though this is an international division rather than an 
export division, it is reasonable to assume that it is more extensive than a part time one-
man show (ref. Figure 4). We therefore place BAMA in the extensive export stage. 
Entry strategy 
As BAMA is not yet present as an exporter abroad, the appropriate entry strategy based 
on the internal and external analysis and survey findings will be presented in the strategy 
section. Today, we place BAMA in the trial export stage due to the lack of knowledge of 
export to other countries. 
Marketing mix 
BAMA´s marketing mix when looking at the Bendit products is customized for the 
Norwegian market. The prices are considered medium to high, however, the brand equity 
and product quality justifies this. Although BAMA has a comprehensive marketing mix 
in Norway, it has no marketing mix internationally. We therefore place BAMA in the 
trial export stage but we expect it to move quickly into the intensive export stage.  
Economic result 
BAMA does not export to other countries, thereby, the company is having no economic 
contribution from international business. Therefore, we place BAMA in the trial export 
stage. 
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Conclusive remarks 
In sum, BAMA is located in the trial export stage of the Bakka model as it is, in fact, not 
yet present as an exporter abroad. Therefore, the lack of knowledge is big. However, we 
see potential in the marketing mix and the choice of market. We believe that the success 
BAMA has achieved in the home market in these areas could be transmitted to the 
international market as well. 
 
 
Figure 4: The Bakka model 
Source: Based on lecture notes, BI Norwegian Business School (2015)  
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3. External analysis  
3.1 The German fruit market 
3.1.1 Introduction 
In the following pages, we will analyze the German fruit market including the size of the 
market and people's consumption of fruit in general. We also apply a product life cycle 
analysis where we further explore Bendit’s products and their opportunities in the German 
market. A big part of the preparatory work before entering a new market is to collect and 
interpret market data. There are often different national preferences, habits, and usage 
that dominate the consumption in each individual country (Solberg 2015, p.91). The 
information gathered and revealed in advance is important for the company’s learning 
curve in the market. Experiences gained when participating in new markets provides 
information that companies might not find elsewhere (Solberg 2015).  
3.1.2 The market size and consumption 
Within the European Union, Germany is the 6th largest fruit producer and an even bigger 
consumer. This is a result of their large population rather than high per capita 
consumption (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service 2015). With its 82 million consumers, 
Germany is also the largest food and beverage retail market in Europe where processed 
fruit and vegetables makes up 5.7 percent of the whole industry. Only one fifth of fruit 
being bought in Germany is locally produced, and the country is therefore a popular 
market for foreign companies. In 2012, German consumers spent 6 billion euros in total 
on fresh fruit (Germany Trade & Invest 2014). However, the German market is very 
price-sensitive, and both retailers and consumers want good quality products at a low 
price (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service 2015).  
 
As many other countries, Germany is still far behind when it comes to eating enough fruit. 
The German Nutrition Society recommends five portions of fruit and vegetables a day 
where two portions should consist of fruit. In total, 250 grams of fruit is the optimal 
amount per day (DGE 2016). However, a study conducted by the Robert Koch Institute 
from 2008 to 2011 found that only 15 percent of all German women and 7 percent of all 
German men eat enough fruit and vegetables (Mensink et al. 2013, p.3).  
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Although the fruit intake in Germany has increased slightly compared to previous studies, 
the overall per capita consumption is still too low (Mensink et al. 2013, p.6). Today, fruit, 
smoothies, and other healthy products are struggling to get consumers’ attention because 
of the stiff competition from unhealthy substitutes like sweets. 
Several studies show that fruit and vegetables can improve your health condition and 
reduce the risk of cardiovascular diseases and some certain types of cancer. Fruit and 
vegetables contains both vitamins and minerals among many other health beneficial 
nutrients (WHO 2015).  
3.1.3 Product life cycle analysis  
 
Figure 5: Product life cycle (self-provided)  
 
“The life story of most successful products is a history of their passing through certain 
recognizable stages.” (Levitt 1965, p.81). “Category size and category growth are often 
portrayed simultaneously in the form of the product life cycle.” (Lehmann and Winer 
2005, p.76). 
 
Both prepared fruit and smoothies are two fairly new product categories in Germany. 
True Fruits and Innocent Drinks entered the market in 2006 and 2007, respectively. 
According to Statista (2016) (ref. Appendix 1, Figure E), the German smoothie 
consumption decreased in 2009-2011, however, in the years 2012-2014 the trend 
reversed. 
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The British newspaper The Telegraph reported in April 2015 that the German consumers 
had embraced Coca-Cola’s smoothie brand Innocent and that the company was 
optimistically forecasting a 20 percent growth every year in the years to come. The same 
year the German newspaper Süddeutsche Zeitung reported that the German smoothie 
market was in fact to be considered as a duopoly consisting of Innocent Drinks and True 
Fruits, and declared the latter as the current market leader. True Fruits stated even more 
optimistically that it expected a turnover of 30 million euros in 2015, which would be an 
increase of more than 250 percent compared to the year before. 
 
In the report EU Fresh-cut Fruits and Vegetables Market Update (Rabobank 2010), the 
German prepared fruit and vegetables market was described as relatively immature. It 
further stated that the market in Germany still is in an early stage of development and 
predicted that it would experience a higher growth rate relative to other more mature 
European markets. The report estimated an annual growth of between 4 and 6 percent in 
Germany.  
 
Thomas Levitt (1965, p.87) argues that “perhaps the best way of seeing one’s current 
stage is to try to foresee the next stage and work backwards.”. In our minds, the next stage 
for prepared fruit and smoothies in Germany would be the market maturity stage, which 
is characterized by market saturation and an intensified competitive environment. 
Investopedia defines market saturation as “when the amount of product provided in a 
market has been maximized in the current state of the marketplace.”. Additionally, since 
both prepared fruit and smoothies are already introduced in the German market, and 
because of the expected market growth as described above, we consider prepared fruit 
and smoothies in Germany to be located in the market growth stage. 
3.1.4 Competitor analysis 
We refer to a competitor analysis in Appendix 2, Figure A for the German fruit and 
smoothie market. We have also included BAMA in this analysis to get the most accurate 
picture of the situation.  
Conclusive remarks  
Identifying which of the four stages of the product life cycle BAMA’s products belong 
to, provides us with a good understanding of how the market and the competitive 
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environment most likely will develop in the future and serves as a good basis for further 
analysis. Furthermore, the product life cycle concept is valuable when developing core 
strategies and tactics (Lehmann and Winer 2005, p.249).  
3.2 PESTEL  
In the following section, we will analyze BAMA’s macro environmental factors. 
Virtually all businesses are affected by environmental factors outside the control of both 
the firm and its industry (Lehmann and Winer 2005, p.84). The PESTEL analysis 
systematically addresses political, economic, social, technological, environmental, and 
legal factors which influence the market and the company both positively and negatively 
(Selnes 2012, p.243). We will discuss the ones we believe are the most relevant to BAMA 
and its industry. 
3.2.1 Political factors 
Political factors are concerned with to which extent governments and public authorities 
interfere with the economy and the market (Selnes 2012, p.244). 
Within international trade, political interference plays a key role, as globalization of 
markets require liberalization of both trade and capital movements (Solberg 2009, p.51). 
Multilateral and bilateral free trade agreements facilitate and accelerate international trade 
by reducing trade barriers for the parties involved. Norway is a member of the European 
Free Trade Association and the European Economic Area agreement. This gives 
Norwegian companies access to the European market, including Germany, which is one 
of Norway’s most important export markets. Currently, the European Union and the 
United States are negotiating the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership 
agreement. This agreement will make it easier and more fair to export, import and invest 
overseas (European Commission 2015). However, for Norwegian companies the 
agreement might lead to challenges in terms of decreased market access and increased 
competition. Today, 70 percent of Norwegian import comes from these markets, and they 
receive 86 percent of Norwegian export (Regjeringen 2015). Therefore, the Transatlantic 
Trade and Investment Partnership agreement is of relevance to BAMA if the company 
starts exporting to Germany. 
 
Another issue that occurs in international marketing is risk management, which comprises 
political risk, among others (Solberg 2009, p.400). According to The PRS Group’s 
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Political Risk Index in April this year, Germany were given a score of 83 on a scale from 
0 (high risk) to 100 (low risk), while the average in Western Europe was 80 (The PRS 
Group 2015). This suggests, in terms of political risk, that Germany is a safe country to 
export to.    
3.2.2 Economic factors 
Most markets are affected by the general economic development in the society (Selnes 
2012, p.244). Solberg describes this as economic risk and commercial risk (2009, p.400). 
 
Over the last couple of years, the Norwegian currency has weakened significantly against 
the euro. Generally, a weak currency increases a country’s exporting activities. However, 
it might also increase the import costs and the costs of foreign investment. This affects 
BAMA’s operations and must be taken into consideration when deciding entry strategy. 
As a member of the European Union and the euro area, Germany is currently experiencing 
a low interest rate of 0.25 percent (European Central Bank 2016). Concurrently, Germany 
has a low inflation rate and a positive real wage growth of around 0.1 percent and 2.1 
percent, respectively (Trading Economics 2016). For the German consumers, this 
indicates a strong buying power. However, the inflation rate is expected to return to the 
European Central Bank’s target of below, but close to, 2 percent within the near future 
(Focus Economics 2016), thereby, possibly reducing consumers’ buying power. 
Additionally, Germany’s gross domestic product has since 2008 been quite volatile. 
However, it has stabilized the last 1-1 ½ years and showed a moderate average growth of 
0.35 percent during 2015 (Destatis 2016a) and a growth of 0.7 percent during the first 
quarter of 2016 (Destatis 2016b). Manfred Perlitz (1985, p.11) considered countries with 
an average increase of gross domestic product of 4 percent for five consecutive years as 
fast-growing countries. If we compare Germany’s long term gross domestic product 
growth with its development the recent years, it raises the question whether the country 
has reached a saturation stage, or if it is just a short term stagnation. 
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Figure 6: Germany gross domestic product, long-term (above) and short-term (below) 
Source: Trading Economics (2016)  
3.2.3 Social factors 
Social factors are changes in demographics, lifestyles, attitudes, and personal values 
among the general population of particular interest to the company (Lehmann and Winer 
2005, p.88). 
 
In terms of demographic changes, the German Federal Statistical Office projects that the 
German population in the long-term will decline and become older, leading to a 
population structure as illustrated in Figure 7 below. Until year 2060, the today’s 
population of around 80 million are expected to reduce to somewhere between 67 and 73 
million, depending on the rate of immigration. Women’s average age when giving birth 
will rise, and life expectancy will increase by seven years for men and six years for 
women. It also projects that “the working-age population will shrink tremendously” 
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(Destatis 2015). In the long-term, this development has implications for the consumer 
market and must be taken into account by the food industry. 
 
 
 
Figure 7: Development of population structure from star country to cash-cow country 
Source: Perlitz (1985, p.22)  
 
A report released by the U.S. Department of Agriculture in 2015 stated that there are 
growing trends in Germany concerning convenience, organic, sustainable, health, 
wellness, and innovative, as well as luxury products in food retail. This reflects changes 
in German consumers’ lifestyles, attitudes and personal values. Additionally, German 
consumers also have great trust in, and cares to a large extent about, organizations such 
as Stiftung Warentest (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service 2015), which provide 
impartial and objective information based on the results of comparative investigations of 
goods and services (Test 2016). 
3.2.4 Technological factors 
Technological factors include the creation of technology applied to new products and new 
processes. Technology can create new markets, lower costs, and improve quality (Selnes 
2011, p.245). 
 
Philip S. Thomas suggests five different technologies, in a broad sense, which are subjects 
to change in a business environment. The ones of particular relevance to BAMA are 
information, materials, transportation and genetic, where the latter includes agronomic 
development (Thomas 1967, p.36). 
 
When it comes to BAMA’s prepared fruit and smoothies, technological advancements 
affect processes like cultivation, washing, drying, cutting, packaging, and distribution, as 
well as the physical package itself. Since freshness is an absolute requirement for BAMA, 
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it has developed advanced logistic solutions to always be able to deliver fresh products to 
the market. 
 
Regarding information and communication technologies, Business News Daily states that 
factors such as the role of the Internet may influence how business organizations perform 
(Business News Daily 2014). The Internet and social media have changed how we collect 
and share information, and communicate with each other. For instance, never before has 
it been more popular to take pictures of our food and share it online before eating it 
(Centre for the Promotion of Imports from developing countries 2015). Additionally, 
information and communication technologies have improved marketing and sales 
(Solberg 2009, p.21). With this in mind, it is important that BAMA adhere to and take 
these technological trends into account. 
3.2.5 Environmental factors 
Environmental factors are mainly about weather, climate, and climate change (Selnes 
2011, p.246). As international trade increases and product’s life span shortens, the focus 
on pollution and companies’ environmental responsibility becomes more important 
(Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 2016). Changes in temperature affect 
agriculture and there is an increasing awareness among consumers concerning 
environmental costs due to economic activity (Selnes 2011, p.246). For instance, there is 
a growing skepticism in Germany towards product packaging due to increased amount of 
waste and pollution, especially related to fruit and vegetables (Test 2015). However, 
packaging also prolongs the lifespan of fresh food and keeps it hygienic by preserving 
and protecting it throughout the supply chain. At some point, “the negative environmental 
impact of food wastage outweighs the environmental benefits of using less packaging 
material” (FoodDrinkEurope 2016). 
 
BAMA itself states that the most negative environmental impact caused by fruit and 
vegetables, is the fact that products often end up in the garbage instead of being eaten 
because they go bad (BAMA 2016).  
3.2.6 Legal factors 
Selnes defines legal factors as laws related to selling and distribution methods, product 
quality requirements and standards, as well as restrictions on product usage (2011, p.246). 
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In terms of selling and distribution, companies operating globally must adhere to local 
laws and labor conditions. According to Flanagan (2006), in the last third of the twentieth 
century the quality of labor conditions was higher in countries with open trade policies 
compared to the ones with closed trade policies. However, labor conditions varied among 
the assessed countries, partly because of political and economic differences. As 
mentioned, being a company with suppliers from all around the world, BAMA places 
great emphasis on improving labor conditions together with its partners (BAMA 2016). 
Additionally, there are strict rules in Germany when it comes to importing fruit. Only if 
products meet quality requirement and standards designed by the European Union and 
the Federal Office of Agriculture and Food, can they be imported and offered in the 
German fresh fruit market (Zoll 2016).  
3.3 The CAGE Distance Framework 
Some causes and effects of international trade is explained by comparative advantage and 
specialization (Krugman, Obstfeld, and Melitz 2015, p.58). Solberg, however, argues that 
companies, after having established themselves in their home countries, often search for 
countries with similar demand structure and consumer preferences. In concurrence with 
Solberg, Pankaj Ghemawat (2001) states that companies which are dependent on 
economies of experience, scale, and standardization should search for countries with 
similar economic profiles where they can successfully replicate their business models. 
According to Ghemawat (2001), many companies routinely overestimate the 
attractiveness of foreign markets. A company can easily become exhilarated about the 
opportunities that lies in big untapped markets, thereby, underestimate the big challenges 
and costs of doing business internationally. In the recent years, it has been argued that 
new information technology and global communications are shrinking the world. 
However, according to Ghemawat (2001), distance still matters, and companies must 
account for it when they consider global expansion. Distance between countries can be 
linked to four basic dimensions: cultural, administrative, geographic and economic. 
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Figure 8: Findings and implications of The Cage Distance Framework (self-provided) 
3.3.1 Cultural distance 
Cultural distance has an impact on consumers´ product preferences (Ghemawat 2001). 
Languages, social norms, race and religious beliefs are all cultural factors, which are 
capable of creating differences between countries. When it comes to BAMA entering the 
German market, we assume that the biggest cultural challenge will be the language, as 
Norway and Germany are two relatively similar countries when it comes to religious 
beliefs, race and social norms. Regardless, one should be aware of possible internal 
differences. For instance, in Germany one might find North/South and East/West 
differences (Gesteland 2012, p.357). The state religion of both countries is protestant 
Christianity, and the business culture in both countries is very similar when it comes to 
factors such as power distance, uncertainty avoidance and individualism (The Hofstede 
Centre 2016). As seen in Figure 9 below, only the factors masculinity and long-term 
orientation seems to distinguish themselves as stronger in Germany than in Norway. The 
fact that Germany is more long-term oriented than Norway, could in fact be a positive 
thing for Norwegian exporters in terms of contracts, and safety for a longer period of time 
than one could expect in Norway. 
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Figure 9: Comparison of German and Norwegian Business cultures 
Source: The Hofstede Centre (2016) 
3.3.2 Administrative distance 
Historical and political associations shared by countries, have a big impact on the trade 
between them. According to Ghemawat (2001), colony-colonizer relationships between 
two countries boost trade by 900 percent. The integration of the European Union is an 
example of an effort to diminish administrative and political distance between trading 
partners. However, since Norway is not a member of the European Union, BAMA will 
face entry barriers that has to do with currencies, tariffs, trade quotas, restrictions for 
foreign direct investments and preferences for domestic competitors. Especially the last 
factor is dangerous for BAMA, as the products BAMA wish to introduce to the German 
market meets at least one main criterion for protectionism: the domestic industry is a large 
employer. The farmers of Europe represent a large voting bloc, therefore they receive 
state support in the form of subsidies and import protection. This makes entry with fruit 
products, such as prepared fruit, difficult for BAMA, unless the company aims at 
cooperating with local farmers as suppliers. One can also discuss if fruits are in fact a 
food staple in Germany, and if so, BAMA would also face another criterion for 
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protectionism: it produces staples. Governments will make sure to prevent foreign 
companies from dominating markets of products and services that are essential to their 
citizens’ everyday life. We consider Bendit’s fruit products, although not vital to German 
consumers, as important enough to be considered a food staple, and therefore also 
products that the German government most likely would limit foreign companies from 
dominating. Considering this, we believe that the administrative distance is the biggest 
challenge, according to the CAGE Distance Framework, which BAMA has to face when 
entering the German market. 
3.3.3 Geographical distance 
The geographical distance is not only a matter of how far away the country is in miles, 
but also the size of the country, distance to borders, access to waterways, and the ocean 
and topography. Also man-made geographical attributes, like transportation and 
communication infrastructures, must be taken into account. Geographic attributes 
influence the cost of transportation (Ghemawat 2001). 
 
In the case of BAMA entering Germany, the country is not far away from Norway in 
terms of miles. The access by sea, however, is limited, so there would have to be long 
transportation distances via road. Since Germany is a big country, approximately 357 168 
km2, and transportation costs for perishables becomes of higher importance across large 
distances, BAMA should expect high transportation costs if it is to export to the whole 
country (Ghemawat 2001). The country is flat, and the road and railway infrastructure is 
up to date and efficient. For the stated reasons, we consider geographical distance to be 
less of a challenge if BAMA is to enter the German market. 
3.3.4 Economic distance 
The wealth of the consumers in the relevant market is the most important economic 
attribute that creates distance between countries (Ghemawat 2001). Both Norway and 
Germany are on the top ten list of the wealthiest countries in Europe, (Business Insider 
2015). According to The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, 
Germany had a gross domestic product of 47 292 USD per capita, and Norway had a 
gross domestic product of 65 803 USD per capita in 2015 (OECD 2015). Ghemawat states 
that there is a positive correlation between gross domestic product per capita and trade 
flows (2001). Wealthy countries trade more, and preferably with other wealthy countries. 
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The economic distance between Norway and Germany is not significantly big, and both 
countries are relatively wealthy compared to other European countries. Considering this 
factor, we assume economic distance to be the least threatening factor derived from the 
CAGE Distance Framework.   
Conclusive remarks 
The results derived from the CAGE Distance Framework has lead us to conclude that the 
biggest challenge for BAMA is the Administrative Distance between the two countries. 
The fact that Norway is not a member of the European Union, and that German farmers 
will be protected from extensive fruit products import, makes business more difficult for 
BAMA if the company should start exporting to Germany. The other factors in the 
framework are not as significant, as the cultural, geographic and economic distances 
between the two countries are small, and not of high relevance for doing business. 
3.4 Porter's five forces  
Porter's five forces is a model that helps assess a company's market attractiveness. 
According to Michael Porter (Porter 1979, p.137), the nature and degree of competition 
in an industry hinge on five forces, the threat of new entrants, the bargaining power of 
buyers, the bargaining power of suppliers, the threat of substitute products and services, 
and rivalry among competitors. The collective strength of these forces determine the 
industry's ultimate profit potential (Porter 1979, p.137). A company must understand how 
these forces affect their market to be able to determine which strategy to use. In the 
following section we will apply Porter's five forces for BAMA's industry. 
3.4.1 Suppliers bargaining power - low 
The bargaining power of suppliers in a supplier-seller relationship depends on two 
factors. First, if the largest suppliers exploit their strong bargaining power to affect the 
terms and conditions of supply to their advantage. Second, how closely one or more 
industry members work together with their suppliers to accomplish supply chain 
efficiencies (Thompson, Strickland, and Gamble 2009, p.70). According to (MarketLine 
2015), the bargaining power of fruit suppliers in the German market is weak. To switch 
from one fruit supplier to another is not very costly because BAMA has not yet made any 
specific economical investments in their current relationships in the German market, and 
the products are not that differentiated. Big supermarket chains dominate the fruit market 
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in Germany, therefore they are also having the advantage and power to negotiate 
convenient and favorable contracts and deals with their suppliers. Many small German 
suppliers are dependent on these supermarket chains for income and revenues which 
makes their supplier bargaining power weak (MarketLine 2015). 
 
In relevance to BAMA in Germany, their suppliers would also most likely have a weak 
bargaining power according to the trend mentioned above. Regardless of this, BAMA 
should still focus on strengthening their good position in the supplier-seller relationship. 
This can be done by leveraging their high knowledge of suppliers’ processes, and also by 
continuing to produce high quality products. These capabilities could make BAMA an 
attractive company for both their suppliers and customers. On the other hand, the 
company has strict rules when it comes to their suppliers and how they behave. BAMA 
strongly believes that it is important to take responsibility for all its business actions, 
including labor and environmental conditions for its suppliers and workers involved in 
the production and transportation of its goods (BAMA Annual Report 2014). Therefore, 
we see the supplier bargaining power as low. 
3.4.2 Buyers bargaining power - moderate 
Byers sometimes have the power to drive down prices, demand higher quality, and better 
service by threatening to seek out competitors or substitute products to satisfy their needs. 
According to Porter (1979), the bargaining power of buyers in a business to consumer 
context is especially strong when the buyer is purchasing a product that is standardized 
and not differentiated and easily can measure the company's offers against competitors 
offers, when the product is expensive relative to the buyer´s income, and when the 
product´s quality is not very important to the buyer (Porter 1979, p.141).  
 
To minimize buyer's power, a company can try to target customers with the lowest 
possible bargaining power. Nevertheless, there will always be different customer 
segments with different levels of power (Porter 1979, p.141).  
 
As there are several actors in both the prepared fruit industry and the smoothie industry 
and the products offered are weakly differentiated, it is easy for the customers to compare 
and contrast between them. This will contribute to the buyers developing higher 
expectations towards the different brands in the industry, hence raising their bargaining 
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power. As fruit and smoothies are fairly affordable to the German consumers, this also 
increases the bargaining power of buyers. 
 
The quality of food products is important to the German consumers. The products, 
prepared fruit and smoothies, are considered to be weakly differentiated and there is no 
branding of prepared fruit in the market today. As food products have to fulfill certain 
demands set by the government, perceived quality has to be applied elsewhere than in the 
direct function of the product itself and this will increase the relevance of branding and a 
competitive price strategy. In that regard the quality of the product will continue to gain 
importance as the market continues to grow.  
 
When it comes to BAMA, their products have several competitors and substitutes, and 
therefore the buyer´s power can easily become fairly strong unless BAMA manages to 
create a superior brand and mark of quality. The factors mentioned above are the factors 
that weaken customer power in the industry, and therefore we believe that these factors 
should be considered as important to focus on when trying to limit buyer's power for the 
Bendit products. If BAMA focuses on branding, top quality and a competitive price when 
entering the market, we consider the buyer´s power in the German market to be moderate.  
3.4.3 Threat of new entrants - moderate/high 
“The seriousness of the threat of entry depends on the barriers present and on the reaction 
from existing competitors that the entrant can expect.” (Porter 1979, p.138). Karakaya 
and Stahl (1989, p.80) identified in a literature review a number of market entry barriers. 
We will present the ones we consider to be most relevant to the prepared fruit and 
smoothie market, as well as some of the implications for BAMA. 
Cost advantage of incumbents  
It is reasonable to assume that competitors already present in the prepared fruit and 
smoothie market possess a cost advantage within functions such as production, 
distribution and promotion, due to the learning curve and cost reductions through 
economies of scale (Porter 1980, p.34). 
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Product differentiation of incumbents 
As illustrated in the competitor analysis, True Fruits, Innocent and Chiquita have all 
claimed attractive differentiated positions in the German smoothie market. Private labels 
have targeted price sensitive consumers, and thereby, made it difficult for other 
competitors to pursue a low-cost strategy.  
 
In the case of prepared fruit, most of the products are promoted and sold by the various 
retail chains as private labels. These products are weaker differentiated than the smoothies 
and it would most likely be easier for BAMA to acquire a unique position in this market 
compared to the smoothie market. 
Customer switching costs 
Prepared fruit and smoothie brands can, to some extent, create loyal customers, for 
instance, by performing better than the competitors on product attributes such as taste, 
design, promotion and price. However, the customers’ actual economic switching costs 
are low. From BAMA’s point of view, this is positive when entering the market, however, 
it makes the company vulnerable once established in the market.  
Seller concentration 
The German retail market is dominated by a few retail companies, such as Edeka, Rewe, 
Lidl and Aldi. This diminishes the profit potential for new entrants and thereby the 
attractiveness of the market. Thus, it is crucial that BAMA is granted access to these retail 
chains’ shelves. 
 
The product life cycle concept describes the growth stage as a more profitable stage than 
the preceding ones. The competition is less fierce because of the increasing access to new 
customers and the competitors’ focus on becoming consumers’ preferred brand through 
differentiation instead of engaging in price wars. Altogether, we consider the threat of 
new entrants to be moderate/high. 
3.4.4 Threat of substitutes products - high 
“A substitute performs the same or a similar function as an industry’s product by a 
different means.” (Porter 2008, p.84). 
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Thompson et al. (2013) says that competitive pressure from substitutes is strong when 
good substitutes are readily available at attractive prices. It is important to note that the 
substitutes listed below are the ones we found the most relevant. Competing substitutes 
are subjectively defined by the customers, meaning they can vary based on benefits 
sought (Lehmann and Winer 2005).  
 
The German market is full of such substitutes that are well established and positioned 
with products such as energy bars, chocolate bars, whole fruit, juice, and yogurt. Several 
competitors represent these products, which increases the competition, which again drives 
down the prices in the respective substitute industries. This raises the threat of substitutes 
for BAMA substantially and have a direct effect on the industry’s profitability (Porter 
2008, p.84). 
 
The substitutes also have comparable or better performance features, to a certain degree 
(Thompson et al. 2013). Energy bars, yoghurt, juice and whole fruit have comparable 
usage features to Bendit products. They all have a healthy, as well as an on-the-run aspect 
and they are a good source of quick energy. Their features are comparable in performance 
but not necessarily better. Porter (2008, p.84) says that “if an industry does not distance 
itself from substitutes through product performance, marketing, or other means, it will 
suffer in terms of profitability – and often growth potential.”. To avoid sub-optimal 
growth and profitability it is important that BAMA is able to offer features of better 
performance than their competitors as well as market it correctly. 
 
The German food and beverage market is following the megatrend of health and 
convenience. The substitutes for BAMA´s products are mainly experiencing growth in 
sales, except from chocolate, which is stagnating in comparison to the last ten years 
(Germany Trade & Invest 2014). There are no indications of these sales being 
significantly higher in growth than the sales of BAMA's industry, therefore it is 
reasonable to assume that this is not a major factor in contributing to the level of threat of 
substitutes. 
 
The loyalty between industries is presumed to be low and there are no switching costs for 
consumers, which is also a driver of high threat. The products of BAMA are, as mentioned 
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in the product life cycle analysis, at a growing stage. Because of the high threat of 
substitutes, the volatility in the industry can contribute to Bendit’s products having their 
life cycle shortened. Although research shows a possible positive growth in the industry, 
there are concerns of the effect the high threat of substitutes will have on levels of 
profitability as well as growth (Porter 2008). 
3.4.5 Rivalry among existing competitors - moderate 
To establish the degree of rivalry among existing competitors, Porter divides the 
definition into factors such as price discounting, new product introductions, advertising 
campaigns, and service improvements. Further, Porter preaches that high rivalry has a 
direct impact on industry profitability and that the degree to which rivalry drives down 
profits, depends on the intensity of the competition and on which basis they compete 
(Porter 2008, p.85). 
Intensity 
According to Porter (2008) the intensity of rivalry is greatest when industry growth is 
slow, when rivals face high exit barriers and/or when competitors are numerous or of 
roughly equal size and strength. 
 
The prepared fruit and smoothie market is, as mentioned above, the fastest growing 
segment of the fruit and vegetable market in the European Union. The global trend of 
healthy living is making its mark on German consumers and it is reasonable to assume 
that this affects the industry in a positive manner. 
 
As mentioned in our product life cycle analysis the German prepared fruit market is a 
relatively immature market as well as in growth. This being the case, we see a lack of real 
dedication from existing actors. The market is mainly dominated by private labels without 
high specific investments, hence low exit barriers. The smoothie market in Germany is in 
growth as well. There are higher specific investments made by the biggest competitors 
and there is a higher dedication to leadership among them. As such, it is reasonable to 
assume that players in this industry have higher exit barriers than in the prepared fruit 
market. 
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The prepared fruit and smoothie markets have several actors of roughly equal size and 
strength and there is no clear industry leader. Porter (2008, p.85) says that “without an 
industry leader, practices desirable for the industry as a whole go unenforced.”. As of 
yet, the actors in the industry have no benchmark to aim for, and this is part of driving up 
the intensity of rivalry in the industry. 
Price 
As mentioned above the degree of how rivalry affects profitability in an industry also 
depends on which basis competition happens. It is usually segmented into two parts Price 
and non-price basis. 
 
Competition on price is, in this case, most likely to occur if products of the industry are 
commodities or else weakly differentiated and buyers’ switching costs are low, if buyer 
demand is growing slowly and sellers find themselves with excess capacity and/or if the 
products are perishable (Porter 2008; Thompson et al. 2013). 
 
The products, prepared fruit and smoothies, are in fact commodities or weakly 
differentiated and there are no costs of switching for the customers, other than customer 
preferences.  
 
It is shown above that buyer demand is growing and is expected to continue this growth 
in the future. There are no reasons to believe that the sales will stagnate and thus result in 
excess capacity for the companies. 
 
A problem in the prepared fruit industry and, to some extent, smoothie industry, is that 
the products are highly perishable. A box of prepared fruit has to be sold within a fixed 
number of days before the product loses its entire value. 
Non-price 
Competition on elements other than price is less likely to influence profitability 
negatively because it adds value for the customer and can on the contrary support higher 
prices in some cases. It is important for the profitability in an industry that the actors do 
not compete on the same factors, as this will result in a zero-sum scenario. To have the 
rivalry be a positive-sum scenario the different actors needs to aim to please different 
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segments within the industry (Porter 2008). In the prepared fruit market this has not yet 
been accomplished. Prepared fruit has not been significantly differentiated and there are 
still opportunities to offer augmented products to the customers. The smoothie market on 
the other hand has come further in the differentiation process. Our competitors mentioned 
above, offer products segments such as low priced, health, youth and pure fruit content. 
This is also part of improving value relative to substitutes as well as raising barriers to 
new entrants. 
 
 
Figure 10: Illustration of Porter’s five forces with conclusive remarks 
Source: Based on Porter’s five forces 
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4. SWOT analysis  
The SWOT analysis is a tool to help assess a company's strengths and weaknesses, 
opportunities and threats. According to Lukas (2015), selection diagnosis of potential 
markets starts with the basic economic proposition that there are two ways in which a 
business can earn profits that exceed its costs of capital. One is to find attractive markets 
(opportunities and threats analyses), and the other is to possess unique resources and 
capabilities that enable the business to create a differential advantage (strengths and 
weaknesses analyses) in a market. We will use the SWOT analysis as a summary of our 
findings from the internal and external analyses, as well as a tool to derive which 
resources and capabilities BAMA should focus on in order to be able to enter the German 
market in the most successful way possible. Internal strengths can be seen in conjunction 
with external opportunities, and internal weaknesses should be focused on in order to 
limit external threats. The results from the SWOT analysis will be summarized in the 
model below. 
 
 
Figure 11: SWOT analysis (self-provided) 
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4.1 Methodology 
To gather the needed data to answer our problem definition and our research questions 
thoroughly we have used both secondary and primary data. Our primary data has been 
obtained through a structured survey, which means to capture the German consumers’ 
opinions and attitudes. As we have had very limited cooperation with BAMA, in regard 
to secondary data, we have seen the need to rely mostly on external rather than internal 
sources to define the state of both the company as well as the industry. The findings in 
the secondary and primary data will be key factors in determining our recommendations 
for BAMA´s future strategies, in the later stages of this thesis. 
 
To complete this in a satisfactory manner we have decided to follow the methodical 
structure of Gripsrud, Olsson and Silkoset (2011), and their different stages in the research 
process. First we will introduce our research aim, problem definition and our research 
questions. Then we will clarify the different levels of research design and our process of 
gathering data. Lastly we will present our data analysis and finding as well as a conclusive 
remark. 
 
 
Figure 12: Stages in the research process 
Source: Gripsrud, Olsson, and Silkoset (2011, p.36)  
4.1.1 Research aim 
As Gripsrud, Olsson and Silkoset (2011) defines it, a research aim is to be based on two 
segments where one part revolves charting which factors that would cause certain 
decisions or symptoms to occur, and the other part is about different alternatives and 
which actions should be taken. Our research aim is to explore the possibilities of BAMA’s 
Bendit brand entering the German market, and eventually identifying the best possible 
entry strategy. 
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4.1.2 Problem definition 
Should BAMA enter the German market with its Bendit brand and products, and if so, 
what would be the appropriate entry strategy? 
4.1.3 Research questions 
After the research aim has been set, the next step is to develop several research questions 
that combined will give us a basis for what we need to accomplish the research aim 
(Gripsrud, Olsson, and Silkoset 2011). Our research questions have been presented in 
above in section 1.4. 
4.1.4 Design and data 
It is necessary with different approaches to answer all research questions related to the 
research aim. These approaches are combined in a design and this design applies for all 
stages of the research process after the research aim and research questions has been 
defined (Gripsrud, Olsson, and Silkoset 2011). The type of design that is chosen is 
based on three factors: the level of experience from the specific topic, knowledge of 
theoretical studies that identifies relevant variables, and level of ambition in regards to 
identifying correlations between variables (Gripsrud, Olsson, and Silkoset 2011, p.49). 
To help with the process Gripsrud, Olsson and Silkoset (2011) split the approach into 
three designs: explorative, descriptive and causal design. Further, they underline the 
importance of validity and reliability, which will be presented at a later stage in this 
methodology section. 
 
Figure 13: Research design  
Source: Gripsrud, Olsson, and Silkoset (2011, p.38) 
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Explorative design 
This stage is mainly applied when the researcher has little or no information about the 
topic and no clear impression of what correlations might exist. It is an exploratory 
approach that helps researchers to understand and interpret the topic. This is done by 
studying literature, secondary data and primary data. In some cases, it is also developed 
hypotheses to clarify differences (Gripsrud, Olsson, and Silkoset 2011). This has not been 
done in this thesis. As we had very little knowledge about this topic we found it necessary 
to apply an exploratory approach. We have relied on external data, some internal data and 
quantitative methods in our data collection process. This process will be further described 
in the data collection section below. 
Descriptive design 
When researchers have a general knowledge of the topic, descriptive design is typically 
used. The purpose of descriptive design is to describe a situation related to a specific 
topic. A descriptive design consists of quantitative and qualitative methods (Gripsrud, 
Olsson, and Silkoset 2011). After we got a general understanding of the topic we applied 
a descriptive approach, this process will be further described in the data collection section 
below.   
Causal design 
We have not used this design in this thesis and will therefore not elaborate here. 
4.1.5 Data collection 
As shown below in Figure 14, Gripsrud, Olsson and Silkoset (2011) divides sources of 
data into primary and secondary data. To be able to answer our research questions in a 
satisfactory manner we have used both secondary and primary data collection in this 
thesis. 
Secondary data 
Gripsrud, Olsson and Silkoset (2011) divides secondary data into internal and external 
sources. Internal sources consist of data usually given directly by the company such as 
sales numbers, costs and correspondence with suppliers. External sources consist of 
public sources, literature and standardized surveys (Gripsrud, Olsson, and Silkoset 2011). 
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We started by collecting secondary data and mainly relied on external sources such as 
professional literature, journals, web pages and public data as sources of information. As 
mentioned above, we had little collaboration with BAMA and therefore only used internal 
sources in the form of their annual report from 2014. We want to highlight that this report 
is presented in a somewhat biased way, and that we have made an effort to find supporting 
arguments for the information given there. 
Primary data 
As figure 14 shows primary data consists of qualitative and quantitative methods. As 
mentioned above we focused on quantitative methods and released a survey to determine 
possible correlations between variables and to better be able to answer our research 
questions. The survey consisted of 32 questions targeting consumer preferences and 
market information. We received 152 respondents and had a set of 107 respondents after 
cleaning the data. We have not used observation or other qualitative methods as we felt 
this would not render any significant results.  
 
 
Figure 14: Overview of data sources  
Source: Gripsrud, Olsson, and Silkoset (2011, p.58) 
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4.1.6 Survey and findings – data analysis 
In this section we will first explain how we built our survey and then present our most 
important findings in regards to our research questions and strategy implementation. 
Survey 
As mentioned above our survey consist of 32 questions. We have aimed to ask questions 
that will help us answer most of our research questions in a satisfactory manner. Further, 
we wanted our survey to uncover who the respondents identify as our main competitors. 
It is also important to highlight that we used this survey as a tool to pinpoint if BAMA 
should focus on the prepared fruit market, the smoothie market, both markets, or none. 
The following results will include information regarding both prepared fruit as well as 
smoothie.  
 
We initially received 152 respondents and after data cleaning we had 107 usable 
responses. Some answers were removed because of several missing values and others 
were removed because of the fact that the respondents were not Germans. This is 
important to us since we want to rely solely on information given by Germans. In order 
to get as much information as possible from our respondents we included an open box 
option on the questions where this was possible. We frequently applied a seven-point 
Likert scale for our questions, hence there was an option for a neutral response. 
Findings 
We will be referring to figures and models in our appendix, and to questions in the survey 
by Q1, Q2 etcetera. 
 
Out of our 107 respondents 72 percent were between the age of 15 and 34.75 percent were 
women and 25 percent men. As mentioned above 100 percent of the responses used came 
from German people or people who have lived in Germany for one year or more. The 
majority lives alone or with their spouse/partner. Of our respondents 87.8 percent has 
stated that they have achieved abitur, bachelor or master as their highest tier of education. 
Put together with the high amount of young respondents it is reasonable to assume that 
most of our respondents are students in or between bachelor and master tier. 
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German fruit and smoothie consumption 
It is of fundamental relevance to us to know in which degree Germans eat fruit and/or 
drink smoothies. As found in our external analysis section the fruit and smoothie markets 
are immature markets in growth. These findings only supply information of expected 
growth so we want to know how the consumers view this market today. We therefore 
asked if, how often and when they consume fruit and smoothie (ref. Q1, 3, 4, and 6). We 
also included questions aimed at uncovering their attitudes towards and interest in 
prepared fruit and smoothie (ref. Q10, 13, 17 and 22). These will be presented at a later 
stage in the survey and findings section. 
 
 
Figure 15: How often respondents eat fruit and drink smoothie (self-provided) 
 
As shown in Figure 15 above, it is quite clear that the respondents eat fruit regularly and 
drink smoothie once in a while. We asked when they consume fruit and/or smoothie and, 
as shown below in Figure 16, one occasion is especially noticeable: in between meals. 
This is interesting to us as it means the products can compete with substitutes presented 
in the Porter analysis. 
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Figure 16: When respondents consume fruit and/or smoothie (self-provided) 
 
We are also interested in knowing what types of fruit the respondents prefer to have in a 
prepared fruit box as well as in a smoothie. For a box of prepared fruit, strawberry, grapes, 
apple and melon is preferred, while in a smoothie strawberry, banana, mango, orange, 
blueberries and apple is preferred (ref. Q11, 15 and Appendix 1, Figure A and B). 
What is important when buying prepared fruit 
It is important for us to understand what is the most important criteria for consumers when 
they are to purchase prepared fruit. In Figure 17 of Q12 below we can clearly see that the 
respondents put emphasis on freshness, taste, quality, hygienic standards and looks. 
Origin, price, packaging and BIO products are put less emphasis on. 
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Figure 17: What is important when you purchase prepared fruit (self-provided) 
 
The BIO factor is not as important to the respondents as we initially believed. This stands 
in contrast to our experience with the German food market which is predicted to becoming 
more and more influenced by BIO products. 
Where people normally buy their fruit and/or smoothie and which brands are known 
As we are interested in gathering information to answer our research questions and to 
eventually give our recommendation for a possible entry strategy we wanted to research 
where consumers buy their fruit and smoothie as well as what brands they are aware of. 
The latter will also help us uncover who the consumers perceive as BAMAs main 
competitors, referring to research question 6. 
 
It is clear from Figure 18 below that most respondents shop at supermarkets as well as in 
discount stores and in market places. Seeing that most of our respondents likely are 
younger students who live in the city we recognize that this might be a somewhat tainted 
projection but we still deem it usable for our future recommendations. 
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Figure 18: Where does the respondents buy fruit/smoothie (self-provided) 
 
Figure 19 below presents the brands the respondents have heard of. The very high value 
of Chiquita could be due to their long lasting branding of bananas and not necessarily 
their smoothie products. Of special interest is the high awareness of private labels as they 
are identified by us as BAMA´s main competitors in the prepared fruit market. We also 
note that 70 percent has heard of Innocent and 51 percent has heard of True Fruits: 
BAMA´s main competitors in the smoothie market. 
 
 
Figure 19: Which brands have you heard of (self-provided) 
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Willingness to pay 
Because we are interested in introducing BAMA to the German market we need to extract 
some price information from the respondents (ref. Q18–22). This will further help us to 
find the most eligible entry strategy as well as help answer our problem definition. We 
have asked questions on a product specific level with photos and explanations to ensure 
that the respondents understand what they are fitting prices to. 
 
 
Figure 20: Willingness to pay for four specific products (self-provided) 
 
As depicted in Figure 20 above we can see that there is a certain spread in the amount 
stated, depending on what respondents are asked to price. 
 
 
Figure 21: Willingness to pay for 125 Figure 22: Willingness to pay for 250 
grams of mixed fruit (self-provided)  milliliters of smoothie (self-provided) 
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It is unjust to compare an 80 grams sliced apple with a 125 grams mixed fruit or 250 
milliliters smoothie in such a scenario. Therefore, we have presented Figure 21 and Figure 
22 which only depict what the respondents are willing to pay for 125 grams mixed fruit 
and 250 milliliters smoothie. The stated prices are as expected: between 1.00 and 2.00 
euro (45 percent) and 2.00 and 3.00 euro (33 percent) for 125 grams mixed fruit, and 
between 1.00 and 2.00 euro (56 percent) and 2.00 and 3.00 euro (30 percent) for 250 
milliliters smoothie. 
Promotion 
To further gain information in regard to entry and promotion strategy, we asked the 
respondents where they would deem it feasible to find advertisement for BAMA (ref. 
Q27). This is important for us because we want BAMA to connect with as many people 
as possible if it enters the German market. 
 
 
Figure 23: Advertisement channels by feasibility (self-provided) 
 
Figure 23 presents a clear agreement between the respondents. They all expect to be 
exposed to advertisement for BAMA via internet, TV, posters, magazines and social 
media. Flyers and radio are on the contrary not viewed as feasible channels for 
advertisement. 
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Attitudes towards and interest in prepared fruit 
This part is viewed by us as the most revealing and copious part of our survey findings 
section. As displayed by our research questions we are searching for information to 
determine which product category BAMA should enter the German market with, be it 
smoothie or prepared fruit. This is critical information, and it has been operationalized 
through Q10, 13,17 and 22. We refer to Appendix 1, Figure C for information regarding 
Q22. 
 
 
Figure 24: Want to drink more smoothie/eat more prepared fruit (self-provided) 
 
We would like to highlight a previous stated fact that the majority of our respondents eat 
fruit on a regular basis and as many as 46 percent eat fruit daily. The same was not true 
for drinking smoothie where the majority did not drink smoothie on a regular basis but 
rather approximately once a week. Figure 24 above shows that the respondents answer in 
a negative manner to the statement that they would like to eat prepared fruit more 
frequently. As the majority of our respondents also answer that they want to eat healthy, 
and see fruit as a part of a healthy diet (ref. Appendix, 1 Figure D) it is reasonable to 
assume that despite the answers above the respondents still would like to eat fruit more 
regularly. We recognize our fault in formulation and extract the information that the 
respondents are in fact interested in eating fruit more frequently, but not interested in 
eating prepared fruit more frequently. In regards to smoothie we see a clear interest in 
drinking smoothie more frequently. 
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Figure 25 below presents certain attitudes the respondents have towards sliced and ready 
to eat fruit. The majority of the respondents strongly disagree in the statements that 
prepared fruit is more fresh than non-prepared fruit and that prepared fruit is more 
hygienic than non-prepared fruit. They strongly agree in the statement that prepared fruit 
is more expensive than non-prepared fruit. Further the majority agree that prepared fruit 
is easier or more convenient to eat than non-prepared fruit. It seems evident that the 
attitudes towards prepared fruit is somewhat negative based on these statements. 
 
 
Figure 25: Attitudes towards prepared fruit (self-provided) 
 
The responses of Q13 are depicted in Figure 26 below. Once again the respondents reply 
negatively towards the statement that they would buy more fruit if it was more convenient 
to eat (e.g. sliced, cleaned and with a fork). When we put this together with the results 
from Figure 24 above (Q17) we start to see signs that the respondents are indifferent to 
fruit being prepared versus non-prepared. 
 
The respondents mostly disagree with the statement saying that they would buy more fruit 
if it was available at more places. Their responses vary a bit more when asked to take a 
position on whether or not prepared fruit is easily available for them today, but the 
strongly disagree group is bigger than the others, and it seems that a larger group of 
respondents disagree with this statement. In other words, the respondents will not buy 
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more fruit if it is available in more places, but they feel that prepared fruit is not easily 
available to them today. 
 
 
Figure 26: To what degree respondents agree with statements (self-provided) 
 
As we have mentioned earlier, we are interested in knowing what respondents would be 
willing to pay. In that regard we asked a question if they would be willing to pay more 
for prepared fruit, than for non-prepared fruit. Of our 107 respondents 43 percent 
answered yes and 57 percent answered no (ref. Appendix 1, Figure C). 
4.1.7 Validity and reliability 
In the following section, we will describe the concepts validity and reliability and evaluate 
what we did. 
Validity 
Gripsrud, Olsson and Silkoset (2011, p.51) defines validity as “how well you measure 
what you intend to measure”. It is further explained that there are different areas of 
validity: content validity, construct validity, face validity and statistical conclusion 
validity. We decided to focus on content validity through gathering subjective beliefs 
from other people, concerning the topic, as well as often leaving an open box in our survey 
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to encourage people to give us different input. Before we released our survey it was pre-
tested and this gave us a lot of information and helped us to increase the validity. 
In retrospect we feel we should have conducted a focus group or interviews to further 
help us measure what we intended. 
Reliability 
On a general level reliability concerns to which degree you can trust that the results 
gathered are reliable. In other words, if you repeat the survey with the same, or a different 
method, you should get the same results (Gripsrud, Olsson, and Silkoset 2011, p.52) As 
we had conducted convenience sampling, it is difficult to measure possible systematic 
errors and also our reliability. If we were to elaborate reliability in this thesis, we would 
have conducted reliability tests with stability over time and internal consistency with 
Cronbach’s alpha (Gripsrud, Olsson, and Silkoset 2011). 
Conclusive remarks of main findings 
In this section we have found that people in general eat more fruit than they drink 
smoothie. The majority of the respondents stated that they eat fruit and/or drink smoothie 
in between meals. They prefer strawberry, grapes, apple and melon in a box of prepared 
fruit and strawberry, banana, mango and orange in a smoothie. We have also found that 
freshness, taste, quality, hygienic standards and looks are the most important factors for 
consumers when they purchase prepared fruit. We noted that BIO produce were not as 
important as initially believed. The respondents normally purchase their fruit and/or 
smoothie in supermarkets, discount stores and market places. The most known brands 
amongst the respondents were Innocent, True Fruits and the private labels. For 125 grams 
mixed fruit 45 percent were willing to pay between 1.00 and 2.00 euro and 33 percent 
between 2.00 and 3.00 euro. For 250 milliliters smoothie 56 percent were willing to pay 
between 1.00 and 2.00 euro and 30 percent between 2.00 and 3.00 euro. The respondents 
would expect to see commercials for Bendit products on the Internet, TV, posters, 
magazines and on social media. The respondents would like to drink smoothies more 
frequently, but were not interested in eating prepared fruit more frequently. In general, 
the attitudes towards prepared fruit were negative.  
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5. Conclusive remark of internal and external analyzes, and methodology 
From the internal analysis we derived strengths and weaknesses that could affect BAMA 
in a potential entry to the German market. The main findings suggest that BAMA could 
possibly do well internationally with the right preparations. The company is strong and 
solid in its home market, with well embedded organizational values and practices. 
However, BAMA has no previous export experience, and the knowledge about the 
German fruit market is limited.  
 
The external analysis gave us a broad view of the German market structure as well as the 
competitive structure, and it showed us that even though the competition could potentially 
prove itself though, and the products are easily imitable, BAMA has the opportunity to 
enter a market that is far from mature, and thereby exploit the possibility of a first mover 
advantage.    
 
From the survey findings we see that it seems to be a big demand for fruit, but that 
prepared fruit is not necessarily the preferred form. This could be due to many factors, 
such as cultural preferences, price and offer. The findings suggest that Germans prefer to 
buy other sorts of fruit than a prepared box of mixed fruits, which gives us a poor basis 
for introducing these kinds of Bendit products. 
 
Looking at our findings in the internal and external analysis, and comparing them to the 
answers we received in the survey, we conclude that the best option for BAMA is to 
potentially enter the German market with only smoothies in the short run, and then 
eventually introduce prepared fruit products, later on. If the introduction of smoothies 
goes well, BAMA could advance with the introduction of prepared fruit, after having 
established some brand knowledge in the market. The demand for prepared fruit might 
also increase as predicted by Rabobank (2010), which could make it easier for BAMA to 
enter at a later stage. Therefore, the following strategy outline will focus on whether or 
not BAMA should enter the German market, respectively with Bendit’s smoothie 
products.   
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6. Strategy 
6.1 Solberg´s nine strategic windows  
Introduction 
We will now apply Solberg’s nine strategic windows framework. This framework is 
developed to help companies figure out their future strategy when potentially entering 
new markets. Before one starts to analyze which strategy to follow, two factors, the 
industry globality and the company’s preparedness for internationalization, must be 
identified (Solberg 2015, p.137). These factors will be further explained and elaborated 
regarding BAMA in the following section. The framework consists of a 3x3 matrix, where 
each cell indicates a primary direction that the company is recommended to follow 
depending on the industry globality and the company’s preparedness for 
internationalization (Solberg 2015, p.14).  
Industry globality 
Whether an industry is global, potentially global or local often depends on if the industry 
is characterized by a few international actors dominating the market, or not. Airplanes, 
telecommunications and electronics, for example, are products that operates in industries 
where only a few international brands dominate the markets. Other industries, such as the 
food industry where BAMA is represented, is characterized by a local competitive 
structure with many companies providing different brands (Solberg 2015, p.128). Today, 
we believe that the smoothie industry is local. Even though there are some world famous 
brands such as Innocent or Chiquita offering smoothies all around the world, there are 
also more local companies providing the same kind of product.  
Preparedness for Internationalization 
Regarding BAMA’s internationalization capability we see the company as immature. 
Although BAMA has over 150 different suppliers all around the world, as well as having 
conducted foreign investments in both the Netherlands and Poland, the company only sell 
their products in Norway. This means that BAMA has no or little experience with exports, 
hence their early stage in the internationalization process and immature level of 
preparedness for internationalization (Solberg 2015). To evaluate a company’s 
internationalization capability, it is important to understand and determine the company’s 
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international business culture. The international business culture can be defined as 
attitudes and experiences that affects the international business commitment (Solberg 
2015, p.133). As we evaluated in our ACE analysis, BAMA emphasize long-term and 
process-oriented relationships with their business partners. With this in mind, we 
conclude that BAMA has not yet the experience with international export, but that it has 
the potential of having a growing international business culture because of its already 
existing positive attitude towards foreign business partners.  
Conclusive remarks  
After discussing the industry globality of smoothie, and BAMA’s preparedness for 
internationalization we place the company in window 1: Stay at home. If a company is 
located in this window, it usually has a poor starting point for internationalization because 
of little knowledge and experiences (Solberg 2015, p.137). We assume that this is the 
case for BAMA because of their non-existing exporting activities today. However, if 
BAMA still was to start exporting, Solberg (2015, p.137) states that companies in this 
situation should do it with short steps. By adapting this strategy, the company is projected 
to gradually gather experience and gain market shares in the long run. 
 
 
Figure 27: The Nine Strategic Windows 
Source: Solberg (2015, p.14)  
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6.2 Strategic problem definition  
Our analyses suggest that BAMA should stay in its home market. However, if the 
company still were to enter the German market with its smoothie products, which entry 
strategy should the company pursue?  
6.3 Objectives 
Objectives should be specific, quantifiable, measurable, ambitious enough to be 
challenging, and have a clear time frame for its achievements. We have categorized the 
objectives into short-term and long-term, as well as financial and strategic (Thompson et 
al. 2013, p.36; Lehmann and Winer 2005, p.230). 
 
Short-term - annual 
Financial objectives Strategic Objectives 
Break even or small loss due to investments 
Develop operations in compliance with the 
experience curve  
Effectuate the chosen strategies 
Establish brand awareness and 
image 
 
Long-term – three to five years 
Financial objectives Strategic Objectives 
Positive contribution margin from export 
operations 
Make strategic investments 
Increase market share and brand 
equity 
Improve market proximity 
Figure 28: Display of short-term and long-term objectives (self-provided) 
 
6.4 Entry strategy  
According to Solberg (2015) an entry strategy can be defined as the way a company 
chooses to be represented or engaged in a market. There are two factors which determine 
a company's choice of entry strategy. 1) The company's internal resources, and goals in 
the respective market. 2) external market conditions, for instance customers, business 
structure, competition and legal frames (Solberg 2015). Further, Solberg states that there 
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are five different entry strategies for companies exporting from Norway. 1) setting up a 
merchant house. 2) export via importer. 3) export via agent. 4) initiate a sales office. 5) 
export without any representation. In the following section we will cover which entry 
strategy we find suitable for BAMA to choose. 
Distribution channel  
A company must analyze the different distribution channels in the market before deciding 
on an entry strategy. A distribution channel can be defined as the different sales functions 
that the product goes through from production to being delivered to the final consumer 
(Solberg 2015, p.225). We recommend that BAMA choses one distribution channel, and 
does business directly with retailers, meaning the entry strategy: export without 
representation. In the following section we will exclusively present this strategy, as we 
find it the only attractive alternative for BAMA at this point. 
Export without representation  
Export without representation allows the exporter to have direct contact with the receiver, 
without having to spend resources on expensive intermediaries.  
Solberg (2015, p.240) states that export without representation can be suitable in the 
following situations:  
 
 When the export market is close. 
 When the producer has few customers in the market.  
 When the customer has good import routines.  
 When the exporter can reach the most relevant customers via Internet.  
 When direct export is a tool to get to know the new market better, as a step on the 
way towards a broader market engagement.  
 
Looking at the results derived from the SWOT analysis, as well as Solberg´s nine strategic 
windows, we believe that the final situation suggested by Solberg fits BAMA´s situation 
well. We have recommended that BAMA stays in their home market, and that if export 
is applicable, the company should move slowly but surely in the desired direction. 
Therefore, we recommend BAMA to start direct export to only a few customers, to get to 
know the market better in terms of culture, norms and structure, and at a later stage, when 
the company is able to move to the right in the Bakka model, expand its presence in the 
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market with a different entry strategy. This being, for instance, establishing its own sales 
office. An own sales office offers the best contact with the market and the best control 
over marketing efforts, but this strategy first starts to pay off when the export reaches a 
certain volume (Solberg 2015, p.237). Therefore, we consider this to be a good alternative 
in the long run, should BAMA aim for a solid position in the German market. However, 
our short term recommendation for entry strategy is to start export without representation, 
as we have derived from the CAGE Distance Framework that the German market is close 
in terms of distance and culture. The SWOT analysis also shows that BAMA´s weakness 
lies in its limited knowledge about the German market and export in general.  
6.5 Generic strategy 
Strategy can be divided into four different levels: corporate, business, functional, and 
operating strategy (Thompson et al. 2013, p.41). In this thesis, we will primarily focus on 
the functional strategy level in the area of marketing. Michael E. Porter designed in 1979 
three generic strategies for companies to pursue competitive advantage: 
 
 Cost leadership 
 Differentiation 
 Focus/niche 
 
These are the major strategic options for companies to achieve a sustainable competitive 
advantage, and they are often referred to as positioning strategies (Lehmann and Winer 
2005, p.236). 
 
Cost leaders achieve competitive advantage by having the lowest overall costs in the 
industry. They create value for their customers by offering products at lower prices than 
their competitors and at comparable quality. Cost leaders typically has a more cost-
effective and well-designed value chain than their competitors. Differentiators, on the 
other hand, create competitive advantage by offering unique product features and 
attributes which their target group perceive as valuable and important benefits. Successful 
differentiation creates customer loyalty and enables the company to charge higher prices. 
Differentiation can be applied on all activities along the value chain and be both tangible 
as well as intangible. Finally, companies that pursue a focus/niche strategy execute a low-
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cost or a differentiation strategy within a small part of the total market (Thompson et al. 
2013). 
 
Porter argues that the goal of competitive strategy is to identify a unique position in its 
industry where the five competitive forces will do “the most good or the least harm.” 
(Porter 1980, p.30). We consider a cost leader strategy not to be feasible for BAMA in 
Germany, and suggest that the company pursues a differentiation strategy. This has to do 
with several reasons, and in the following section, we will discuss some of them. 
 
First, we do not believe that the company has a sustainable competitive advantage in 
terms of a cost advantage against its competitors in Germany. As mentioned in the VRIO 
analysis, to be sustainable, competitive advantages must be difficult to imitate and long-
lasting. Especially, private labels complicate the idea of pursuing a low-cost strategy in 
the smoothie market. Although BAMA puts a lot of emphasis on improving its value 
chain, it is reasonable to assume that this goes for all its closest competitors as well. A 
cost leader’s main focus is to constantly reduce costs along the whole value chain and 
mainly compete on price. We believe that BAMA’s competitive advantage relies on other 
points of differentiation.  
 
Second, Thompson et al. and Porter (2013, p.151; 1980, p.33) argue that low-cost 
provider strategies are the most suitable when the rivalry among competitors is fierce. We 
have concluded in our industry analysis that the rivalry among competitors is moderate, 
and would suggest to focus on differentiation to create higher switching costs for 
customers and build customer loyalty. At some point, however, the market will saturate, 
and BAMA has to be prepared for increased competition on price as the competition 
intensifies.  
 
Third, BAMA is currently pursuing a differentiation strategy in the Norwegian market. 
In our minds, to switch focus towards a cost leader strategy rather than continue its path 
as a differentiator would be too great a change and involve too much risk for the 
organization. It would also not comply with the trial export phase as described in the 
Bakka model, which instead suggests adaptations on the product level. Thompson et 
al.  (2013, p.160) argues that a differentiation strategy is suitable when buyer needs are 
diverse and there are several ways to differentiate the product that has value to buyers.  
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Last, in the growth stage of the product life cycle, Lehmann and Winer (2005) 
recommends not to try to leapfrog the competitors unless the company has the resources 
to do so, both in terms of finances and competence. This implies that BAMA should 
pursue an untouched, but still attractive, position in the market and formulate a new value 
proposition which meets customer needs in a unique way. 
 
Bendit’s main competitors in Germany have differentiated and positioned themselves 
well. Porter argues that product differentiation creates higher entry barriers for 
newcomers, since product differentiation creates brand awareness and loyal customers. 
Therefore, BAMA should expect to face high costs in terms of building the Bendit brand 
and “overcome existing distributor and customer loyalties.” (Porter 1980, p.33). 
 
Treacy and Wiersema (1993) identified three value disciplines which companies can 
pursue to deliver superior value to customers and become champions in their industries: 
 
 Customer intimacy 
 Operational excellence 
 Product leadership 
 
They argued that companies should excel in one discipline while meeting industry 
standards in the other two. We recommend BAMA to focus on customer intimacy, which 
include precise segmentation and targeting markets precisely, tailor offerings to match 
segments demand, combine customer knowledge and operational flexibility, and focus 
on customer lifetime value instead of short-term profits. 
 
We suggest that BAMA should enter the market slowly, but surely, and position Bendit 
as a brand targeted towards healthy and sporty consumers. We consider this target group 
to be accessible and attractive for BAMA in terms of size and profitability. 
6.6 Critical success factors  
Through the results derived from the analyzes, we have defined four critical success 
factors which need to be met in order to penetrate the German market in a successful 
manner: 
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1. The products and marketing mix must be differentiated from the already 
established competitors in the market.  
2. The company must develop brand awareness among German consumers. 
3. The company must establish and embody the necessary attitudes towards 
internationalization within every level of its business.  
4. The company must manage to collect and disseminate the necessary information 
to the various functions within the organization. 
6.7 Segmentation 
“A market segment consists of a large identifiable group within a market with similar 
wants, purchasing power, geographical location, buying attitudes, or buying habits.” 
(Kotler 2002, p.144). 
Introduction 
Accurate and effective segmentation recognize the consumer groups most worth chasing. 
Different consumer groups that can be identified through segmentation are for example 
dissatisfied consumers, underserved consumers, or consumers who are likely to make a 
first time purchase (Yankelovich and Meer 2006, p.124). “In segmenting consumer 
markets, marketers can apply geographic, demographic, and psychographic variables 
related to consumer characteristics as well as behavioral variables related to consumer 
responses.” (Kotler 2002, p.148). In the following section we will describe segmentation 
variables, and how BAMA can make us of them for the Bendit brand in the German 
market.  
Geographic variables 
When geographic variables are applied to segment consumer markets, companies often 
divide the market into geographical units. Such units can be nations, states, regions, 
counties, cities, or neighborhoods. A company can concentrate on one, a few, or many 
markets, based on its objectives and situation (Kotler 2002, p.148). BAMA’s customers 
in Germany will most likely be located around medium and big cities. Although Germany 
is well-known for their many villages, we assume that BAMA’s products could be more 
popular in cities. We find smoothie an urban and trendy drink, and we believe it would 
appeal to urban and trendy people, who also tend to live in cities. Additionally, German 
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villages are struggling with a declining population (Die Welt 2011). Regarding east and 
west Germans, consumer habits are generally similar, even though easterners spend 79 
percent less on consumer goods (The Guardian 2015). 
Demographic variables 
Regarding demographic segmentation, the market is usually divided into groups based on 
age and life cycle stage, gender, income, family size, occupation, education, religion, 
race, generation, nationality, and social class (Kotler 2002, p.149). Not all of these factors 
are relevant to BAMA when it comes to segmentation, like for example race and social 
class. Age, on the other hand, is more interesting. We assume both men and women of all 
ages will be consumers of BAMA’s products. Especially young and sporty but also older 
people is of relevance to BAMA. With a growing elderly population, who tend to have 
oral health problems such as tooth loss and dental caries, we see smoothie as a beneficial 
choice nutrition vise (Petersen and Yamamoto 2005).  
 
Yankelovich and Meer (2006) criticize demographic segmentation for being an 
insufficient method of identifying which products consumers are likely to buy within a 
given product category, and state that non-demographic traits such as beliefs, values and 
preferences can give more clear indications of what consumers really want.  
Psychographic variables 
In psychographic segmentation customers are divided into segments based on personality 
traits, lifestyle and values (Kotler 2002, p.150). The lifestyle aspect is especially 
interesting to BAMA, as we can see from our survey that as much as 78.5 percent of the 
respondents believe it is important to have a healthy lifestyle, and 87 percent see fruit as 
a part of a healthy diet (ref. Q9). These results indicate that lifestyle could be a good 
segmentation criterion. Personality is closely linked to lifestyle. It is, for example, natural 
to assume that many people who care about leading a healthy lifestyle also are interested 
in physical activity. BAMA could go further in detail on factors like these in a more 
extensive segment analysis, and then tailor a product and brand personality that fits the 
personality of the segment the company is trying to reach (Kotler 2002, p.150). BAMA 
could for example make consumers associate their products with a friendly, sporty and 
fun personality, if these are typical personality traits that fits the consumers in the targeted 
segment.  
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Behavioral variables 
When it comes to behavioral segmentation, consumers are divided into segments based 
on knowledge of, attitude toward, use of, or response to a product. Behavioral variables 
can for instance be occasions, benefits, user status, usage rate, loyalty status, buyer 
readiness-stage, and attitude (Kotler 2002, p.151). In the following section we will present 
the behavioral variables we consider relevant for BAMA´s segmentation.  
 
Consumers can be categorized after the occasions on which they develop a need, buy, or 
use a product (Kotler 2002, p.151). For BAMA, this could be a good segmentation factor 
as we have seen from the survey that 53 percent of the respondents drink smoothie in 
between meals (ref. Q6). Knowing this, BAMA could for example aim for segments that 
are active and frequently on the go during the day, and promote their products as a quick 
energy boost when consumers are on their way to a meeting, having a short break, or 
before/after a workout. Consumers can also be classified according to the benefits they 
seek (Kotler 2002, p.151). BAMA could, for example, divide consumers into segments 
of those who drink smoothie for the vitamins, those who drink smoothie for the taste, and 
those who drink smoothie because of convenience. Segmentation based on attitude could 
also be relevant for BAMA. According to Kotler (2002), there are five attitude groups 
that can be found in a market. 1) enthusiastic, 2) positive, 3) indifferent, 4) negative and 
5) hostile. If BAMA knows who these consumers are, it can reinforce the enthusiastic and 
positive consumers, as well as aim to win over the indifferent consumers, and avoid 
wasting time and resources on negative and hostile consumers. This way of segmenting 
could help BAMA point out which customers it should pursue.  
 
It is also possible to apply several of these variables to create smaller and better defined 
target groups, so called multi-attribute segmentation (Kotler 2002, p.152). Using this 
method, BAMA can find clusters of consumers who fit the same variables, and thereby 
provide even more of a tailored offer to these segments. We could potentially use this 
method when analyzing our survey findings, but we encountered that our data was not 
diversified enough to provide us with sufficient clusters.  
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6.8 Positioning 
Kotler and Keller (2009, p.308) define positioning as “the act of designing the company’s 
offering and image to occupy a distinctive place in the minds of the target market.”. The 
goal of positioning is to maximize the potential benefit for the firm by locating the brand 
in the minds of the consumers. 
 
As mentioned in both Solberg’s nine windows and the generic strategy section, BAMA 
should focus on a differentiation strategy. More specifically, a focus on their smoothies 
being the choice of athletes and sports figures. Below we will describe BAMA’s 
positioning strategy with the help of Kotler and Keller’s (2009) points-of-difference and 
points-of-parity terms, and conclude with an illustration of a blue ocean strategy 
introduced by Kim and Mauborgne (2010). 
Points-of-difference 
“Points-of-difference are attributes or benefits consumers strongly associate with a 
brand, positively evaluate, and believe they could not find to the same extent with a 
competitive brand.” (Kotler and Keller 2009, p.309). BAMA´s main threats are the high 
amount of substitutes and the direct competitors with well-established brands in the 
market. To offer value to the customers, we recommend that BAMA focuses on the 
following points-of-difference: 
 
 Branding of smoothies in relation to sports and sports performance. 
 Knowledge of customers and how to target them.  
 Ability to deliver high quality, nutritious products at a fair price. 
 
By doing this BAMA will position themselves in a “distinctive place in the minds of the 
target market.” (Kotler and Keller 2009, p.308). 
Points-of-parity 
Points-of-parity is defined as associations with the brand that are not necessarily unique, 
but may be shared with other brands (Kotler and Keller 2009, p.310). These associations 
are further divided into two basic types: category and competitive. Category points-of-
parity are associations consumers view as essential to a legitimate and credible offering 
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within a certain product category, and competitive points-of-parity are associations 
designed to neutralize competitors’ points-of-difference (Kotler and Keller 2009, p.310, 
311). Category points-of-parity for BAMA are fruit, quality and taste among other 
smoothie specific features. It is also important that BAMA fulfill the expectations set by 
customers that smoothies are a quick source of energy and part of a healthy diet. This is 
also found in our survey, and described in the survey findings section. 
Conclusive remarks 
If BAMA is to succeed on the points mentioned above, it would be in a strong position 
and offer products with valuable points-of-difference. The most important ones to BAMA 
are the ones listed above. To illustrate BAMA´s situation today and how we would 
recommend it to develop, we use a strategy canvas described by Kim and Mauborgne in 
their book Blue Ocean Strategy (2010, p.35-36). This canvas helps to describe a 
company’s position and create a Blue Ocean Strategy, meaning to offer to the market a 
product with distinct values for the customer (Kim, and Mauborgne 2010, p.35-36). 
 
 
Figure 29: Blue ocean strategy canvas 
Source: Based on Kim and Mauborgne (2010, p.35-36) 
 
In this strategy canvas, we have included Bendit, True Fruits, Innocent, and Chiquita. We 
have measured each brand on a scale 1-10 in regard to the points we perceive as the most 
important points-of-difference between these competitors. We have excluded private 
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labels, since they are weakly differentiated and mainly compete on price. There are 
basically four alternative ways of orchestrating these points-of-difference. 1) remove 2) 
reduce 3) increase 4) add. We have added Sport and Celebrity to improve Bendit’s 
differentiation. 
6.9 Marketing mix – The four Ps 
According to Kotler and Keller (2009, p.63), the four Ps represent the seller's view of the 
marketing tools available as a means for influencing their customers. From a buyer's 
perspective, each tool is designed to deliver a customer benefit.  
6.9.1 Product 
As mentioned, we recommend that BAMA introduces their Bendit smoothies to the 
German market. When doing so, it is important that the smoothies it introduces are being 
accepted by the German consumers. Based on information from our survey, it would be 
beneficial for BAMA to introduce smoothies that contain a mix of strawberries, banana, 
mango, orange, blueberries, and apple. As the strategy is to enter the market slowly but 
surely, we recommend to introduce two kinds of smoothies in different colors to start 
with. We also recommend that the smoothies are launched with equal size as in Norway: 
250 milliliters bottles, as this is also the norm in the German market today. However, 
when the brand is more established in the market, BAMA should consider widening its 
product range.  
 
As mentioned in the internal analysis, BAMA has extensive knowledge of branding their 
products with a focus on sports, and even the names on their smoothies are associated 
with this. It would, as part of the differentiation strategy, benefit the company to keep the 
names as they are. Even though the names are in English, it might be worth considering 
to translate them into similar German names.  
 
Considering the findings in the CAGE Distance Framework, there are no mentionable 
cultural differences, hence, we see no immediate reason to change anything in regard to 
design of the bottle, logo, or the Bendit name to attract customers. Additionally, BAMA 
has to translate nutrition and other general information written on the bottle into German. 
Because BAMA will take small steps in the beginning, we would recommend that it does 
not invest too much in product development in the early stages. The company should 
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rather focus on gathering intelligence about the customers and the performance of their 
products, to further develop augmentation later on in the internationalization process. 
6.9.2 Price 
To base the initial price-setting process by considering the customer’s needs, makes for a 
rational start point (Schindler 2012, p.30). Schindler (2012) describes three price-setting 
strategies: cost-based pricing, competition-based pricing, and customer-based pricing. As 
mentioned in the ACE analysis, BAMA is a strongly market oriented company, therefore 
we recommend, and will focus on, a customer-based pricing strategy.  
 
Schindler (2012, p.30) defines customer-based pricing strategy as focusing on the 
customers’ needs and the ability of the seller’s product to satisfy those needs, rather than 
on costs or competitors’ prices. In relation to customer-based pricing, he introduces the 
value to the customer concept (2012, p.30), which, in Figure 30 below, represents the 
price ceiling. The price floor is represented by the variable costs. Within the range of 
possible prices, he lists three basic initial-pricing strategies, skimming strategy, in-line 
strategy, and penetration strategy (2012, p.74). As our strategy explains, BAMA wants to 
enter the market cautiously and gradually penetrate it. Because of this we recommend to 
follow a combination of penetration and in-line strategy, with a focus on the latter. This 
strategy is closely linked to parity price-setting (price-setting based on competitors´ 
prices), but with a focus on the product’s value to customer and not solely on the 
competitors’ prices. Based on data derived from our survey regarding the customers’ 
willingness to pay (ref. Q19 and Figure 22), we define the initial value to customer for 
Bendit smoothie as 2.00 euro. We have no information of possible variable costs, but to 
illustrate our pricing strategy we set a fictitious variable cost at 1.00 euro. In this case, it 
is reasonable to set the price for Bendit smoothies at roughly 1.70 euro. This price is well 
below the value to the customer, but still higher than the variable costs. It is placed on the 
levels close to Innocent and Chiquita, but substantially lower than True Fruits. We refer 
to the competitor analysis for price information. 
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Figure 30: Initial pricing strategies 
Source: Based on Schindler (2012, p.72, 74) 
 
6.9.3 Placement 
Placement and distribution is a very important part of the marketing mix. In regard to 
distribution, Homburg, Kuester and Krohmer (2013) introduce how the design of the sales 
system can be split into three dimensions, length, width, and depth. The length of the sales 
system can be either zero-stage (direct sales) where the distributor sells through their own 
stores, one-stage (indirect sales) where it has a wholesaler or retailer, or double-stage 
where it has a wholesaler as well as a retailer (indirect sales). The depth of a sales system 
represents type and number of different sales channels and the width of the sales system 
is the number of resellers per stage (Homburg, Kuester, and Krohmer 2013). 
 
As written above, part of our strategy is that BAMA will export their smoothies without 
a representative and directly to their partners. The partners will then sell the smoothies in 
their stores. This represents a one-stage sales system. On the basis of results derived from 
our survey, mentioned in the survey findings section, we have chosen to only use 
supermarkets in the initial stages of the export venture, hence only one sales channel 
(depth), and only two different types of stores (width). This is where the majority of the 
respondents stated to purchase smoothie as well as being the main source of produce in 
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general. It is important for BAMA to be represented in stores in city centers, with a high 
number of customers per day. This also enables them to take advantage of the 
convenience trend. It would also be possible to work on getting a cooperation with 
different sports retailers (e.g. Engelhorn Sports and/or Decathlon). The smoothies could 
be sold there as part of the positioning strategy towards healthy and sporty consumers. 
As BAMA is new to the market and want to position themselves next to the established 
brands, it could benefit the company to focus on slotting allowances in the stores that 
have the highest sales potential, to be as visible as possible. 
6.9.4 Promotion 
Lukas (2015) defines promotion as to communicate a possible solution that is best altered 
to the customer’s required benefits. It is important to stress that all market communication 
should be consistent, to build brand recognition and a distinct image. 
 
As Bendit will be a completely new brand in the market, it is very important that it 
manages to disseminate its points of difference and customer benefits in the most efficient 
way. To successfully accomplish this, we recommend BAMA to consider its brand life-
cycle. The brand life-cycle can be described in the Strength-Stature grid where four 
components are used: brand awareness, brand favorability, brand strength, and brand 
uniqueness (Lukas 2015). The stature, as shown below in Figure 31, has brand strength 
on the Y-axis and brand stature on the X-axis. BAMA, being a new entrant, will be located 
in the new and unfocused square. It is important that it focuses on the brand’s uniqueness 
and strength components in the early stages of promotion. This will assist them to reach 
the nice/unrealized potential square where the market has recognized the uniqueness and 
strength of the brand. This makes it easier to increase favorability and awareness, and 
then start to move over to the leaders square. According to Lukas (2015), the company 
does not want to become a declining leader and end up in the eroded potential square, 
where uniqueness and strength is low, and favorability and awareness is high.  
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Figure 31: Strength-Stature Grid - Life cycle 
Source: Based on Lukas (2015) 
 
Wayne D. Hoyer (2016) presents a model that describes the relationship between 
cognitive and affective processing in regard to high and low consumer involvement 
toward a brand or product. We believe smoothie generally is a product which requires 
low involvement, somewhere in between cognitive and affective processing in the 
consumers’ minds. To be able to increase the uniqueness and strength of the product, it 
would make sense, as a health and sports brand, to base the initial stages of market 
communication on cognitive messages before shifting focus to awareness and favorability 
with affective messages. 
 
When BAMA initiates their cognitive message approach, it should communicate a simple 
point of difference, meaning it should focus on enlightening the consumers about its 
health and sports image. When doing this, it has to consider the source credibility to avoid 
persuasion knowledge and source derogation (Hoyer 2016). It can, for instance, choose 
nutrition experts and athletes to talk about the product. The message should be simple, 
only register the brand name and one or a few points of differences. To be associated with 
their points of difference and build uniqueness and strength, BAMA should make an 
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effort to be represented at football cups for youth, Berlin Marathon, Der SRH Dämmer 
Marathon in Mannheim, and other sports related events. Here, BAMA can give out free 
samples with information about the product attached to it.  
 
Our survey (Q27, Figure 23 in survey findings section) also shows that respondents view 
the Internet, TV, and social media as channels where they would expect to be exposed to 
advertisement for BAMA. As BAMA wants to move slowly, but surely into the market 
and presumably have a limited marketing budget, it would make sense to start the 
advertising in social media channels as well as on the Internet in general. 
 
When the cognitive messages have been communicated, and the uniqueness and strength 
has gained a foothold with the consumers, it is time to increase the awareness and 
favorability to increase sales and market share, by focusing on affective messages. One 
way to do this is to link smoothie to hedonic consumption. Hoyer (2016) defines hedonic 
consumption as consumption of products bought for people’s pursuit of fun, amusement, 
and enjoyment. For this to be applicable, BAMA has to raise the relevance of the 
smoothies to the customers. This can be done by establishing a link between self-concept 
and the brand, which builds an emotional attachment (Hoyer 2016). In this case, BAMA 
should communicate the sports performance or nutrition aspect to best appeal to the target 
group. If BAMA were to be successful in the German market, it has to proceed with more 
extensive promotion. 
 
As part of increasing the awareness and favorability, it is highly important to establish 
the smoothies in the consideration set of the consumers, as this makes it more likely that 
the consumers purchase a BAMA smoothie over a competing smoothie. This will 
additionally increase sales in a typical present need state (Hoyer 2016). 
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7. Final recommendations 
Based on our findings in the internal analysis, external analysis, and the methodology 
section of the thesis, we have created our final recommendations for BAMA. We 
recommend the company to stay in its home market to fully exploit the strong position it 
holds there today.  
 
Should the company still want to pursue internationalization in the German market, we 
recommend it to follow the four former stated critical success factors:  
 
1. The products and marketing mix must be differentiated from the already 
established competitors in the market. 
2. The company must develop brand awareness among German consumers. 
3. The company must establish and embody the necessary attitudes towards 
internationalization within every level of its business. 
4. The company must manage to collect and disseminate the necessary 
information to the various functions within the organization.  
 
To gain a sustainable competitive advantage, we recommend BAMA to execute a 
differentiation strategy and excel in customer intimacy. We suggest that the company 
target healthy and sporty people. This has two advantages: 1) Since BAMA already 
pursue a differentiation strategy towards sporty people in Norway, the company can, to 
some extent, replicate its marketing and apply it in Germany. This will contribute to 
keeping the marketing costs lower. In general, BAMA should strive to identify the perfect 
balance between standardization and adaptation to achieve maximum profitability while 
still providing good value to its German customers.  2) At this stage, none of BAMA’s 
main competitors are targeting this group, which means that BAMA can claim this 
position in the market without having to leapfrog any competitors. 
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Appendix 3 
 
BAMA 2016 
 
 Hallo! Wir sind vier norwegische Studenten von der BI Norwegian Business School. Als 
Teil unseres Studienprogramms studieren wir ein Jahr an der Universität Mannheim. 
Während dieses Aufenthalts schreiben wir unsere Bachelorarbeit über die norwegische, 
auf Obst spezialisierte Lebensmittelmarke Bendit. Wir wären Ihnen sehr dankbar, wenn 
Sie sich 5-10 Minuten Zeit für die Beantwortung der folgenden Fragen nehmen 
würden. Das Ziel des Fragebogens ist es, das Konsumverhalten, die Einstellung und 
Vorlieben der Deutschen in Bezug auf Obst zu erhalten. Die Antworten werden 
anonymisiert und ausschließlich für unsere Bachelorarbeit verwendet. Mit der 
Beantwortung der Fragen würden Sie uns sehr helfen. Vielen Dank für Ihre 
Unterstützung! Karoline, Marte, Morten und Paal 
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Q1 Wie oft essen Sie Obst? 
 Jeden Tag (1) 
 Jeden zweiten Tag (2) 
 1-2 Mal pro Woche (3) 
 Weniger als einmal pro Woche (4) 
 Ich esse kein Obst (5) 
If Ich esse kein Obst Is Selected, Then Skip To End of Block 
 
Q2 An den Tagen, an denen Sie Obst essen: Wie viele Portionen essen Sie? 
 1 (1) 
 2 (2) 
 3 (3) 
 4 (4) 
 5 (5) 
 Mehr als 5 (6) 
 Ich esse kein Obst (7) 
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Q3 Inwieweit stimmen Sie den folgenden Aussagen zu?  (Bewerten Sie bitte auf einer 
Skala von 1-7, wobei 1 "Ich stimme überhaupt nicht zu" und 7 "Ich stimme vollkommen 
zu" ist) 
 1 (1) 2 (2) 3 (3) 4 (4) 5 (5) 6 (6) 7 (7) 
Ich esse Obst 
zwischen den 
Mahlzeiten 
(1) 
              
Ich esse Obst 
zum 
Frühstück (2) 
              
Ich esse Obst 
als Teil des 
Mittagsessens 
(3) 
              
Ich esse Obst 
vor/nach dem 
Sport (4) 
              
Ich esse Obst 
als Dessert 
(5) 
              
Ich esse Obst 
als 
Abendsnack 
(6) 
              
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Q4 Wie oft trinken Sie einen Smoothie? (zur Erklärung: ein Smoothie ist ein Getränk, das 
auf Basis von ein oder mehreren Obstsorten zubereitet wird. Diese werden püriert, sodass 
das Fruchtfleisch weiterhin enthalten und die Konsistenz sämig ist) 
 Jeden Tag (1) 
 Jeden zweiten Tag (2) 
 1-2 Mal pro Woche (3) 
 Weniger als einmal pro Woche (4) 
 Ich trinke kein Smoothie (5) 
If Ich trinke kein Smoothie Is Selected, Then Skip To End of Block 
 
Q5 An den Tagen, an denen Sie Smoothie trinken: Wie viele trinken Sie? 
 1 (1) 
 2 (2) 
 3 (3) 
 4 (4) 
 5 (5) 
 Mehr als 5 (6) 
 Ich trinke keine Smoothies (7) 
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Q6 Inwieweit stimmen Sie den folgenden Aussagen zu? (Bewerten Sie bitte auf einer 
Skala von 1-7, wobei 1 "Ich stimme überhaupt nicht zu" und 7 "Ich stimme vollkommen 
zu" ist) 
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 1 (1) 2 (2) 3 (3) 4 (4) 5 (5) 6 (6) 7 (7) 
Ich trinke 
Smoothies 
zwischen 
den 
Mahlzeiten 
(1) 
              
Ich trinke 
Smoothies 
zum 
Frühstück 
(2) 
              
Ich trinke 
Smoothies 
zum 
Mittagessen 
(3) 
              
Ich trinke 
Smoothies 
vor/nach 
dem Sport 
(4) 
              
Ich trinke 
Smoothies 
als Dessert 
(5) 
              
Ich trinke 
Smoothies 
als 
Abendsnack 
(6) 
              
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Q7 Stellen Sie sich vor, Sie möchten sich einen kleinen Snack in einem Café holen. 
Welchen Snack würden Sie auswählen? 
 Ich würde etwas Süßes nehmen, z.B. einen Keks oder Kuchen. (1) 
 Ich würde einen Smoothie oder Obst, z.B. eine gemischte Fruchtbox nehmen. (2) 
 Ich würde beides nehmen, etwas Süßes (z.B. einen Keks) und Vitamine in Form von 
Obst. (3) 
 Ich würde etwas ganz Anderes nehmen. (4) 
 
Q8 Stellen Sie sich vor, Sie möchten sich einen kleinen Snack in einem Café 
holen. Welche Faktoren beeinflussen Ihre Entscheidung? (Mehrfachnennungen sind 
möglich) 
 Preis (1) 
 Gesundheit (2) 
 Geschmack (3) 
 Trends (4) 
 Hunger (5) 
 Andere (6) ____________________ 
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Q9 Inwieweit stimmen Sie den folgenden Aussagen zu?  (Bewerten Sie bitte auf einer 
Skala von 1-7, wobei 1 "Ich stimme überhaupt nicht zu" und 7 "Ich stimme vollkommen 
zu" ist) 
 1 (1) 2 (2) 3 (3) 4 (4) 5 (5) 6 (6) 7 (7) 
Es ist wichtig für 
mich, eine 
gesunde 
Ernährung zu 
haben (1) 
              
Ich sehe Obst als 
Bestandteil einer 
normalen 
Ernährung (2) 
              
Ich fühle mich 
wohler und 
energiereicher, 
wenn ich Obst esse 
(3) 
              
Es ist modern, 
Obst zu essen (4) 
              
Es ist mir wichtig, 
Bio-Produkte zu 
kaufen/zu essen 
(5) 
              
Nachhaltige und 
umweltfreundliche 
Produkte in der 
Kategorie Obst 
sind mir wichtig 
(6) 
              
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Q10 Inwieweit stimmen Sie den folgenden Aussagen zu?  (Bewerten Sie bitte auf einer 
Skala von 1-7, wobei 1 "Ich stimme überhaupt nicht zu" und 7 "Ich stimme vollkommen 
zu" ist) 
 1 (1) 2 (2) 3 (3) 4 (4) 5 (5) 6 (6) 7 (7) 
Vorbereitetes 
Obst (das 
bedeutet 
geschält, 
geschnitten und 
verpackt) ist 
frischer als nicht 
vorbereitetes 
Obst (1) 
              
Vorbereitetes 
Obst erfüllt eher 
vorgeschriebene 
Hygienestandard 
als nicht 
vorbereitetes 
Obst (2) 
              
Vorbereitetes 
Obst ist 
einfacher zu 
essen als nicht 
vorbereitetes 
Obst (3) 
              
Vorbereitetes 
Obst ist teurer 
als nicht 
vorbereitetes 
Obst (4) 
              
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Q11 Welche Obstsorten bevorzugen Sie in einer Fruchtbox?  (Mehrfachnennungen sind 
möglich) 
 Erdbeere (1) 
 Blaubeere (2) 
 Banane (3) 
 Apfel (4) 
 Birne (5) 
 Weintraube (6) 
 Kiwi (7) 
 Mango (8) 
 Orange (9) 
 Ananas (10) 
 Melone (11) 
 Granatapfel (12) 
 Andere (13) ____________________ 
 
Q12 Wenn Sie bereits vorbereitete (das bedeutet geschält, geschnitten und verpackt) 
Früchte kaufen bzw. gekauft haben, wie wichtig sind Ihnen folgende Eigenschaften?  
(Bewerten Sie bitte auf einer Skala von 1-7, wobei 1 "Ich stimme überhaupt nicht zu" und 
7 "Ich stimme vollkommen zu" ist) 
 1 (1) 2 (2) 3 (3) 4 (4) 5 (5) 6 (6) 7 (7) 
Frische (1)               
Aussehen (2)               
Herkunft (3)               
Preis (4)               
Qualität (5)               
Verpackung (6)               
Bio (7)               
Erfüllung von 
Hygienestandards 
(8) 
              
Geschmack (9)               
Andere (10)               
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Q13 Inwieweit stimmen Sie den folgenden Aussagen zu? (Bewerten Sie bitte auf einer 
Skala von 1-7, wobei 1 "Ich stimme überhaupt nicht zu" und 7 "Ich stimme vollkommen 
zu" ist) 
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 1 (1) 2 (2) 3 (3) 4 (4) 5 (5) 6 (6) 7 (7) 
Ich würde 
mehr Obst 
kaufen, 
wenn dieses 
zum Verzehr 
vorbereitet 
wären (z.B. 
geschält, 
geschnitten, 
gewaschen, 
mit einer 
Gabel in der 
Fruchtbox) 
(1) 
              
Ich würde 
mehr Obst 
kaufen, 
wenn es dies 
häufiger zu 
kaufen gäbe 
(2) 
              
Ich weiß 
genau, wo 
ich bereits 
vorbereitetes 
Obst kaufen 
kann (3) 
              
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Ich würde 
mehr 
vorbereitetes 
Obst kaufen, 
wenn dieses 
billiger wäre 
(4) 
              
 
 
Q14 Inwieweit stimmen Sie den folgenden Aussagen zu? (Bewerten Sie bitte auf einer 
Skala von 1-7, wobei 1 "Ich stimme überhaupt nicht zu" und 7 "Ich stimme vollkommen 
zu" ist) 
 1 (1) 2 (2) 3 (3) 4 (4) 5 (5) 6 (6) 7 (7) 
Es ist für 
mich 
wichtig, 
saisonales 
Obst zu 
kaufen (1) 
              
Ich esse 
Obstsorten, 
auf die ich 
gerade 
Appetit 
habe, egal 
ob diese 
aus der 
Region 
kommen 
oder aus 
dem Süden 
importiert 
werden (2) 
              
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Q15 Welche Obstsorten bevorzugen Sie in einem Smoothie? (Mehrfachnennungen sind 
möglich) 
 Erdbeere (1) 
 Blaubeere (2) 
 Banane (3) 
 Apfel (4) 
 Birne (5) 
 Weintraube (6) 
 Kiwi (7) 
 Mango (8) 
 Orange (9) 
 Ananas (10) 
 Melone (11) 
 Granatapfel (12) 
 Andere (13) ____________________ 
 
Q16 Wenn Sie einen Smoothie trinken würden, welchen würden Sie bevorzugen? 
 Einen eher süßen Smoothie (1) 
 Einen eher säuerlichen Smoothie (2) 
 Einen eher bitteren Smoothie (3) 
 Einen eher scharfen Smoothie (4) 
 Andere (5) ____________________ 
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Q17 Inwieweit stimmen Sie den folgenden Aussagen zu? (Bewerten Sie bitte auf einer 
Skala von 1-7, wobei 1 "Ich stimme überhaupt nicht zu" und 7 "Ich stimme vollkommen 
zu" ist) 
 1 (1) 2 (2) 3 (3) 4 (4) 5 (5) 6 (6) 7 (7) 
Ich würde 
gerne 
häufiger 
einen 
Smoothie 
trinken (1) 
              
Ich würde 
gerne 
häufiger 
bereits 
vorbereitetes 
Obst essen 
(2) 
              
 
 
Q18 Wie viel würden Sie für eine 125 g gemischte Fruchtbox ausgeben (Gabel 
inklusive)? 
 Weniger als 1 Euro (1) 
 Zwischen 1 und 2 Euro (2) 
 Zwischen 2 und 3 Euro (3) 
 Zwischen 3 und 4 Euro (4) 
 Zwischen 4 und 5 Euro (5) 
 Nichts, ich mag kein Obst (6) 
 
Q19 Wie viel würden Sie für einen 250 ml Smoothie ausgeben? 
 Weniger als 1 Euro (1) 
 Zwischen 1 und 2 Euro (2) 
 Zwischen 2 und 3 Euro (3) 
 Zwischen 3 und 4 Euro (4) 
 Zwischen 4 und 5 Euro (5) 
 Nichts, ich mag keine Smoothies (6) 
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Q20 Wie viel würden Sie für einen Beutel mit 80 g bereits geschnittener Äpfel ausgeben? 
 Weniger als 1 Euro (1) 
 Zwischen 1 und 2 Euro (2) 
 Zwischen 2 und 3 Euro (3) 
 Zwischen 3 und 4 Euro (4) 
 Zwischen 4 und 5 Euro (5) 
 Nichts, ich mag keine Äpfel (6) 
 
Q21 Wie viel würden Sie für eine Box mit 125 g bereits geschnittener Ananas ausgeben? 
 Weniger als 1 Euro (1) 
 Zwischen 1 und 2 Euro (2) 
 Zwischen 2 und 3 Euro (3) 
 Zwischen 3 und 4 Euro (4) 
 Zwischen 4 und 5 Euro (5) 
 Nichts, ich mag keine Ananas (6) 
 
Q22 Würden Sie für eine bereits vorbereitete Frucht (z.B. einen Apfel oder eine Ananas) 
mehr ausgeben als für die ganze, unvorbereitete Frucht? (das Gewicht wäre dasselbe) 
 Ja (1) 
 Nein (2) 
 
Q23 Würden Sie für Bio-Früchte mehr als für nicht-Bio-Früchte bezahlen? 
 0% Ich würde nicht mehr bezahlen (1) 
 5% (2) 
 10% (3) 
 15% (4) 
 20% (5) 
 25% (6) 
 30% (7) 
 
Q24 Wo kaufen Sie normalerweise Obst und/oder Smoothies (Mehrfachnennungen sind 
möglich) 
 Bei Discountern (z.B. Aldi, Lidl) (1) 
 In Supermärkten (z.B. Rewe, Edeka) (2) 
 In kleineren Geschäften (z.B. Cafés, Kiosks, Fastfood Ketten) (3) 
 Auf dem Markt (4) 
 In Bio-Geschäften (5) 
 
Q25 Welche Frucht- oder Smoothie Hersteller/Marken kennen Sie? 
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Q26 Von welchen der folgenden Marken haben Sie schon einmal gehört?  
(Mehrfachnennungen sind möglich) 
 Innocent (1) 
 True Fruits (2) 
 Chiquita (3) 
 Obstland (4) 
 Voelkel (5) 
 Cosmoveda (6) 
 Hausmarken (von z.B Rewe, Penny) (7) 
 
Q27 Wo würden Sie Werbung für Bendits Früchte und Smoothie erwarten?  (Bewerten 
Sie bitte auf einer Skala von 1-7, wobei 1 "Hier würde ich auf keinen Fall Werbung 
erwarten" und 7 "Hier würde ich Werbung auf jeden Fall erwarten" ist) 
 1 (1) 2 (2) 3 (3) 4 (4) 5 (5) 6 (6) 7 (7) 
Internet (1)               
TV (2)               
Flyern (3)               
Werbeflächen 
an z.B. 
Bushaltestellen, 
Litfaßsäulen (4) 
              
Magazinen (5)               
Soziale Medien 
(6) 
              
Radio (7)               
Anderen (8)               
 
 
Q28 Welches Geschlecht haben Sie? 
 Weiblich (1) 
 Männlich (2) 
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Q29 Wie alt sind Sie? 
 15-24 (1) 
 25-34 (2) 
 35-44 (3) 
 45-54 (4) 
 55-64 (5) 
 65+ (6) 
 
Q30 Leben Sie seit 365 Tagen oder länger in Deutschland?  
 Ja (1) 
 Nein (2) 
 
Q31 Familiensituation/Wohnsituation 
 Ich lebe alleine (1) 
 Ich lebe bei meinen Eltern (2) 
 Ich lebe mit meinem Partner zusammen (3) 
 Ich lebe mit meinem Partner und Kind(ern) zusammen (4) 
 Ich lebe alleine mit meinem Kind/meinen Kindern zusammen (5) 
 
Q32 Ihr höchster Bildungsabschluss 
 Hauptschulabschluss (1) 
 Mittlere Reife (2) 
 Abitur (3) 
 Bachelor (4) 
 Master (5) 
 Doktor (6) 
 Professor (7) 
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Appendix 4 
 
Explanation of Eat, Move, Sleep 
The eat part of the program is focusing on getting people to eat more fruit and vegetables. 
The move part is a close cooperation with Norwegian sports associations. The company 
is arranging soccer cups for children, downhill skiing, cross country skiing amongst 
others and have well over a hundred thousand participants every year. With the sleep part, 
it tries to get people’s focus directed to how important sleep is to function in a productive 
manner. 
 
Explanation of Idrettsfrukt 
BAMA wants to spread the message that there is a natural link between a healthy diet and 
physical activity. Therefore, the company actively supports Norwegian sports teams by 
giving them a 60 percent discount on fruit, vegetables, juice, and the Bendit products, for 
workouts, competitions, cups, or other events. 
 
